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Digital analytic tools offer great potential to enhance town and city planning. Software
that facilitates the modeling of possible urban design future scenarios can help planners
and stakeholders in a city simulate economic, ecological, and social impacts of urban
design choices. The Envision Tomorrow analytic suite is a software program that has
been used to enhance participatory, small-group urban planning exercises in the
Sustainable Places Project in four small cities in central Texas. This suite features
formula-based measurements that relate aspects of the built environment, such as parking
ratios and land uses, to indicators related to sustainability impacts. These outcomes range
from demographic and density characteristics of new planning scenarios to their effects
on municipal budgets and household water and energy consumption. Envision Tomorrow
is analyzed in terms of its use in the Sustainable Places Project. While the town scenarios
designed in this process reflect strong sustainable design principles, process analysis and
stakeholder interviews suggest that the analytic indicators did not have major impacts on
the community design process itself. Software use should be combined with more focus
on outreach and education efforts to make modeling more representative and effective.
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Introduction and Overview
Community planning generates a particular form of truth. This truth could be
described as mutable and provisional. It is rooted in a historical moment and
bounded by contemporary politics and contemporary building and infrastructural
technologies. It is developed through collective engagement in often contentious
dialog between a variety of stakeholders whose common interests are determined
through proximity and shared responsibility for public goods. The development of
community plans is messy, often inefficient, and generally undertaken with the
assumption that the plan’s claims and tenets may be abandoned before its half-life is
reached. A thirty-year plan may become irrelevant in twenty, and need to be
substantially revised in ten. Community plans are provisional documents, pieces of
narrative and analytic technologies that serve mostly as a focal point for community
projection and a vague guide for regional authorities as they cope with new problems
of organizing a city.
The concept of sustainability has taken over the discourse of planning around
the country, forming a set of guiding concepts and shaping the dominant narrative in
transformative ways. Leading cities are concerned with reducing carbon dioxide
emissions and automobile dependence, expanding green infrastructure and parks
networks, reducing water consumption and waste, promoting regionally-based food
systems, and sometimes anchoring economic development in “sustainable” local
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business growth. Planning professionals promote policies designed to integrate
ecological enhancement with economic growth, and to a lesser degree social equity.
This can be seen through a document as basic as the American Planning Association’s
Policy Guide on Planning for Sustainability, ratified in 2000.1 This guide outlines a
variety of challenges associated with destructive ecological interventions by
humanity including global warming, wilderness encroachment, and fisheries decline.
It proposes a wide variety of sustainability-oriented practices and technologies for
planners to promote and integrate into community development patterns. These are
generally associated with the urban form and resource dependence of cities and
regions, and the degree to which the built environment and local industries are
dependent upon environmentally destructive chemical refining, mineral extraction,
wasteful water consumption, or industrial agriculture. Planning for Sustainability
Policy positions 1, 2, 5, 6, and 8 as distilled below are of particular relevance for the
discussion of sustainability in future land use planning:
The American Planning Association and its chapters support planning policies
and legislation that encourage alternatives to use of gas-powered vehicles.
Such alternatives include public transit, alternatively-fueled vehicles, bicycle
and pedestrian routes, and bicycle and pedestrian-friendly development
design.
The American Planning Association and its Chapters support planning policies
and legislation that encourage all types of development to use alternative
renewable energy sources and meaningful energy conservation measures.

1

(American Planning Association, 2000)
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The American Planning Association and its Chapters support planning policies
and legislation that encourage methods of landscape design, landscape and
park maintenance, and agriculture that reduce or eliminate the use of
pesticides, herbicides, and synthetic fertilizers as well as encouraging the use
of compost and conserving water.
The American Planning Association and its Chapters support planning policies
and legislation that result in compact and mixed-use development that
minimizes the need to drive, re-uses existing, infill, and brownfields sites that
have been thoroughly reclaimed and remediated before using open land, and
that avoids the extension of sprawl. ("Sprawl" refers to low-density, landconsumptive, center-less, auto-oriented development typically located on the
outer suburban fringes). APA's "Growing Smart" Initiative is consistent with
this Policy Position.
The American Planning Association and its Chapters support planning policies
and legislation that encourage forms of development, business, and
agriculture that reduce the use of water, re-using wastewater on-site, and that
employ innovative wastewater treatment that minimizes or eliminates the use
of chemicals (example: using plants for sewage treatment).
These policy positions offer a coherent framework for principles of urban form and
infrastructure, focusing on the relationship between the built environment,
infrastructure, and resource use. While the varieties of research and practice related
to sustainability in urban planning are too wide to describe in detail for the purposes
of this thesis, these policy positions reflect the degree of importance attached to the
subject in the field as well as the general direction of discourse on how to orient city
planning towards ecological sustainability in an effective manner appropriate to
normal planning practice.
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Planning has also made increasing use of scenario simulations as software and
computing power have made geospatial mapping tools more robust and less timeconsuming. These tools have been invaluable in helping visualize effects of planning
interventions in ways that are accessible to community members. General principles
developed through stakeholder meetings and surveys can be turned into general
designs through charrettes and participatory mapping exercises. However, these
designs are heavily mediated by planners’ technical knowledge, as they refine citizen
input into viable options.
The Sustainable Places Project utilizes a piece of urban planning simulation
software to relate potential developmental pathways to economic, ecological, and
social effects. Building pro formas, neighborhood development types, and
sustainability metrics are integrated with a digital painting tool that is added on to
the popular geospatial processing program ArcGIS. This digital suite is called Envision
Tomorrow, and has been used extensively by its developer, the planning consulting
firm Fregonese and Associates. It allows community members to see a range of
effects of their design preferences during comprehensive planning charrettes. The
Sustainable Places Project uses this software for planning large sites in a collection of
towns in the central Texas region. The project has included local planning authorities,
design and participation consultants, and university-based teams working on
developing new indicator tools for deployment with the analytic software.
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This research project examines the deployment of the Envision Tomorrow
technology in the course of Sustainable Places Project planning charrettes. I study
the impact of the software on the community designs generated by residents in the
context of these participatory charrettes in four towns. I address certain several basic
research questions:


How do community scenario planning software systems like Envision
Tomorrow incorporate or operationalize coherent, nuanced concepts
of sustainable design?



Does use of the Envision Tomorrow system in participatory planning
processes advance sustainability goals more effectively?



Does use of the Envision Tomorrow system encourage a deeper
understanding and reflect more informed decision-making about
sustainability tradeoffs among community participants?

Methods
This project focuses on analyzing the results of indicator modeling using
Envision Tomorrow in the Sustainable Places Project within the context of
sustainable urban design best practices. There is a vast planning literature focused on
sustainability, and an exhaustive review and comparison between this literature and
the Envision Tomorrow indicators is beyond the scope of this project. To develop a
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general framework for organizing analysis, I refine sustainable design measures into
more coherent sets of strong design concepts for sustainable urban form.
Using this conceptual framework, I examine illustrative research relating to
urban form design concepts. This literature review includes studies on economic,
ecological, and social impacts of urban form characteristics. My focus is on
characteristics that have been shown to have some sort of quantitative, correlative
relationship between form and sustainability effects.
Each urban form concept is then considered in terms of the actual functioning
of Envision Tomorrow software and indicator development. I review the basic
mechanics of several key indicators, in particular several indicators developed to
enhance the SPP process itself. This allows the technology to be more transparently
related to analytic practice and methods.
I then review key Envision Tomorrow indicators related to the sustainable
urban form design concepts. This highlights the effects of urban design choices for
scenarios on the sustainability of town plans. Where possible I focus on the
composite data from the actual town planning charrettes in the SPP process rather
than the final scenarios developed by planning teams. I wish to focus more directly
on what community participant designed prior to substantial “editing” by
professionals.

6

This analytic research is combined with qualitative interviews with
stakeholders who participated in planning exercises in the SPP towns. These
interviews focus on the importance and efficacy of indicators as a technology in the
participatory design process itself. I try to determine the degree to which this
technology facilitated design development that accurately reflects the perspectives
of community members.
Some of my reflections on this technology are informed by participant
observation, as I was actively engaged in indicator development. I also worked in
several town charrettes as a technology assistant, translating resident designs into
the Envision Tomorrow analytic system in real-time. I do not focus heavily on
participant observation for this study but it does influence some of my analysis on
the overall efficacy of the SPP process and its use of Envision Tomorrow.
Methodology
This study adopts a pragmatic perspective for its foundational methodology;
by this I mean that I try to use multiple methods, including analysis of simulation
metrics and qualitative interview, to investigate the consequences of a collective
exercise in design-oriented reasoning that informs and is informed by technologies
situated within a participatory process. Much of this research is constrained by the
logistics of the overall Sustainable Places Project and the indicators already
embedded in Envision Tomorrow or developed in the course of the process. Scenario
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planning in general demands a high level of design reasoning, and the addition of
quantitative indicator augments this with points for potential optimization. As a
community based exercise, scenario planning ideally serves the function of joining
democratic participation to reasoned critique and reflection informed by empirical
analysis and community values.
My research examines these experimental and manipulative methods
characteristic of a post-positivist frame along with narrative and dialogic techniques
more in line with a constructivist frame. These methods are necessary both to craft
an effective planning technology and to critique it to help maximize its capacity to
facilitate a more coherent and thoughtful planning practice.
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Positioning Sustainability
This project is rooted in promoting sustainable urban and rural development,
but the meaning of “sustainability” here is explicitly conditioned by the Envision
Tomorrow technology that is a centerpiece of planning at the project’s
demonstration sites. “Sustainability” in this case requires fashioning sets of
quantitative indicators that are related to geospatial characteristics of town plans,
that can be integrated into basic building pro formas or secondary spreadsheets used
for scenario simulations. This makes the operational meaning of “sustainability” at
once abstract and concrete; though clear metrics related to the material
characteristics of site buildings and infrastructures are developed, they constrain the
semantic meaning of sustainability to those aspects that can be easily quantified. The
primary driver of the software is a set of building pro formas that can be tailored to
regional real estate conditions. This helps generate basic information of the financial
viability of the developments citizens propose in their scenarios, which helps develop
more effective interventions. It also gives tremendous priority to the needs or desires
of regional real estate developers, who are interviewed to determine basic cost
inputs as well as what levels of profit they consider acceptable and hence what
counts as “viable.” On the one hand, this gives communities much greater awareness
of the on-the-ground financial realities of real estate development, putting them in a
better position to argue for socially and ecologically beneficial codes. On the other
hand, the software prioritizes the role of private economic interest in its model
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construction in a way that can easily occlude other realities. It has proven difficult, for
instance, to determine and embed metrics related to social equity into this software.
This type of project is so rooted in professional expertise and mediating
technologies that critically examining its theoretical preconditions and implications is
crucial. Technology-focused planning runs the very high risk of “naturalizing”
normative decision-making through a veneer of scientificity and technological or
instrumental rationality that occludes the explicit power relationships at play in a
social process. While this particular technology is intended to “democratize”
effective planning by making impacts of community planning choices readily
apparent to the residents that make them, it is quite likely that the foundational
assumptions of the software itself become ignored by or illegible to the community
members using it. It is also possible that the architecture of the software brings
certain aspects of sustainability into the foreground (vehicle miles traveled, total
water consumption, tax receipts from new construction) while making other factors
(in particular qualitative aspects of the meaning community members associate with
their spaces) illegible in the entire process. In such a situation critical examination is
of paramount importance in contesting instrumental normalization associated with
the political deployment of a technology.
At the same time, this is a powerful piece of technology that can be used to
promote sustainable design values in regional planning processes. Ideally, it can allow
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for community residents to easily respond to their collectively-developed choices and
generate outcomes with a broad consensus of support. Rejecting the technology
would be rejecting the use of a tool with potential for great ecological and social
benefit. Instead, the project demands a constructively critical engagement with the
role of technology-mediated community design processes guided by professional
experts and how this process expresses the sustainable development concepts.
As stated, to be legible in this process a “sustainable development”
characteristic must be legible to simple quantitative analysis. It must be something
that can be utilized in predicting and simulating a concrete aspect of the built
environment. Speaking broadly, it must balance the demands of instrumental or
technological practicality and efficiency with substantive rationality focused on
values judgments and norms. Sustainability here is a type of phronesis, rooted in the
practical knowledge of effective planning techniques and the day-to-day needs and
desires of stakeholders in a community. Phronesis is a “third” form of knowledge
taken from classical Greece and Aristotle in particular. It refers to practical
knowledge or “common sense” in distinction to both episteme (scientific knowledge
oriented towards the creation of universal truths) and techne (technical knowledge
or instrumental knowledge). Effective phronetic planning research requires a focus
on the particular needs of specific local groups embedded in a context of power
relations. Flyvbjerg emphasizes the centrality of power relations in phronetic
reasoning. This type of knowledge demands a focus on “the analysis of values……as
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a point of departure for planned action.”2 Flyvbjerg argues that phronesis is
commonly deployed in planning and should be the point of entry for analyzing
planning projects and works. It is invaluable because it balances instrumental
rationality against value-rationality or substantive rationality. Pragmatic, phronetic
reasoning allows us to begin analyzing the structures of sustainability-oriented
intervention in terms of both their practical impacts as well as the political contexts
of their utilization.
The most common framework for considering sustainability as it relates to
planning practice is taken from the sustainable development “triangle” developed
and popularized by Scott Campbell in his paper “Green Cities, Growing Cities, Just
Cities.”3 Its three “points”- environmental protection, economic development, and
social equity- represent key points of tension for negotiating the challenges of urban
and regional development. The discursive space between each point is occupied by
conflicts between these three objectives. Ideally, practicing planners should move
towards the “center” of the triangle, helping stakeholders negotiate the tensions of
new real estate or economic development with ecological needs and social
requirements.
Campbell’s sustainable development triangle is a useful framework for
evaluating management practices and infrastructure interventions. However, it is not

2
3

(Flybjerg, 2004, p. 288)
(Campbell, 1996)
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necessarily sufficient to adequately theorize practices in ways that can be
operationalized in the context of scenario planning. When we talk about
environmental protection, economic growth, and social equity, we must be able to
relate these in a more general way to specific areas of intervention in city buildout
and form. While the triangle’s schema provides a good “check” for particular
projects, activities, and programs, scenario planning with Envision Tomorrow
requires selecting indicators and techniques that can be attached to building or
block-level simulations to yield measurable effects. Campbell’s framework should be
augmented to develop more refined parameters for selecting interventions and
integrating them with scenario building, especially when focusing on those practices
directly relevant to municipal budgets.
Paul Thompson analyzes sustainable interventions in a way that gives more
guidance on targeting best practices. He divides interventions into economic,
ecological, and social poles.4 Economic sustainability focuses on improving the
production efficiency of technologies or changing technologies to insure supplies. It
describes supply-side approaches to increase yield. Supply-side interventions focus
on changing the nature of a resource provided without challenging the fundamental
logic of consumer use. For instance, a supply-side energy intervention may be to
replace electric power generated by burning coal with electric power generated by

4

(Moore, 2001, p. 106)
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large photovoltaic farms owned by major utility companies. This type of switch has
clear environmental benefits, especially in terms of reducing greenhouse gas
emissions and providing power through the archetypal renewable resource of solar
power. However, it does not challenge the consumptive tendency of energy use.
Simply replacing the source of electricity does not reduce the potential for negative
environmental impacts in the long run. Concentrating solar energy production in
large farms owned by private utilities does not necessarily improve the social or
economic condition of residents using the power. Large solar infrastructure
investments may instead be paid for through rate increases that fall hardest on
working class families.
Ecological sustainability focuses on demand-side interventions, assuming that
a constant increase in demand for resources cannot be adequately addressed by
finding new sources or stretching existing resources perpetually through improved
production or extraction efficiencies. Ecological interventions would focus on
reducing demand for resources per capita and in the aggregate. Keeping the example
of power provision, a demand-side, ecological intervention might be encouraging
reduced energy use through retrofitting buildings to reduce heating and cooling
loads. A more aggressive strategy may be incorporating mandatory passive solar
design into new building codes. While changing production technologies or making
them more efficient at the supply side may be ecologically preferable, demand-side
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techniques insure that growing populations may have higher standards of living
without confronting resource limitations.
Ecological sustainability requires confronting established models of resource
provision. Most utility companies are in the business of producing and selling
commodities by unit. Done effectively, ecological interventions reduce the number of
units of a commodity sold, hence reducing overall revenues accruing to a utility
absent unit price increases or new branches of commercial products and services.
This has been noted as a major problem for incentivizing energy efficiency
investments in Austin. The city has historically used surpluses from energy sales to
augment its general fund. Dramatically reducing energy demand, as would be
possible through major investments in efficiency systems, undercuts its own
revenues. This can be compensated with rate increases, though this is always a
politically problematic. Otherwise it requires either increases in taxes elsewhere or
decreases in funds available for city services. This problem exists for Austin’s
municipally owned electrical utility, but it is also relevant to the water and
wastewater provision offered by most town and city governments. It is a difficult
question with which to grapple in any case, and has led to creative proposals for
shifting utility business models in favor of value-added services instead of simple
commodity provision.
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Social sustainability is a third dimension that resembles the social equity
portion of Campbell’s triangle. It considers the question of social justice in relation to
technological interventions. To what degree does a technique support democratic
access to resources? Does it support centralized, international firms or regionallybased, decentralized job and small business development? Who bears the brunt of
paying for a sustainability technique? Questions of justice in sustainable design force
practitioners to articulate the organization of power in a community and potentially
confront it. The noted city planner Krumholz discusses the idea of social sustainability
developed for work in Cleveland, in which his planning department decided that their
role was to exercise preference for empowering marginalized and underserved
communities.5 This led them to promote municipalization of city power production
and expansion of the regional bus network over rail lines that would serve suburban
commuters. The social dimension of sustainability is difficult to measure and often
contentious in application, perhaps leading to its devaluation in city sustainability
initiatives across the country.
The social dimension can also intersect with the supply-side of sustainability.
Using again the example of power provision, decentralized solar programs use a
technological production apparatus to promote very different social outcomes than a
centralized photovoltaic farm. While photovoltaic panels are still costly to integrate

5

(Krumholz, 1982)
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into single-family housing products, they may be incorporated into neighborhood
scale or large multi-family complexes with greater cost-effectiveness. Solar thermal
systems for building heating and cooling offer greater efficiencies in cost.
Developments of sufficient density have included solar-powered district
heating and cooling systems, which encourage collective gains through shared
infrastructure at the neighborhood level. Langdon Winner notes that technologies
are not necessarily value neutral, and their design and use carry political
implications.6 A nuclear plant demands tremendous concentration of capital and
central regulation, while solar thermal systems are easily decentralized and yield
significant savings to their users at any scale of use.
Thompson’s characterization emphasizes three dimensions that are similar to
those of Campbell’s. Both frameworks focus on economic, ecological, and social
dimensions. However, Thompson’s model allows a more nuanced interpretation of
infrastructure choices. It is easy to argue that an infrastructural change has a positive
environmental or economic effect. Promoting building weatherization through city
contracting, for instance, has the economic effect of encouraging green business
development with entry-level jobs. These jobs may be targeted to under-privileged
communities, as has been common in green jobs programs throughout the country.

6

(Winner, 1980)
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However, under Thompson’s framework this is a demand-side, “ecological”
intervention, rather than a supply-side, “economic” one. This carries with it political
and economic implications, as well as practical ones. Efficiency increases would
reduce income to utilities unless balanced by rate increases. Systemic promotion of
energy reduction strategies disrupts a dominant institutional model for power
delivery, forcing institutional changes.
The “supply-side” dimension of economic sustainability comes to bear more
concretely in scenario planning when the return-on-investment for different real
estate products is considered. Rather than focusing on the direct implications for
supplying a resource, the tension between supply and demand side interventions
may be relieved by considering the supply of infrastructure and buildings as distinct
and more fundamental resources than the units of water, power, or heat supplied.
The impact of sustainable design interventions on city budgets is the primary focus of
this study, and may be considered a form of “economic” effect to retain a focus on
economic, ecological, and social sustainabilities.
This allows us to consider a variety of practices in terms of their relationship to
budgets and capital investments; ecological effects; and social implications. This
provides a coherent framework for evaluating practices that can be embedded
within scenario planning software. By shifting the economic focus to long-term fiscal
health of cities and real estate investments, the identification of practical
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interventions that satisfy all three dimensions- supporting long-term fiscal health;
reducing total environmental footprint; promoting social equity and democratic
enjoyment of sustainability benefits- becomes more viable.
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Scenario Planning
Scenario planning is a broad field of practice in which organizations and
institutions analyze viable impacts of decision-making in terms of relevant
organizational metrics. Alternative scenario analysis has been a feature of community
comprehensive planning for some time. Many comprehensive plans feature
comparisons between future models of regional growth. These models compare
trend models for population growth and urbanization to alternatives based on
factors of relevance to communities in question. For instance, many comprehensive
plans contrast the social, economic, and environmental impacts of “smart growth” or
more ecologically-oriented scenarios to their community’s existing trends (almost
always less “sustainable”). Other plans contrast impacts of different levels of raw
population growth. These studies can be useful tools for the creation of long range
future land use maps or general guidelines for city capital improvements and special
project management.
While some cities undertake this type on analysis internally, it is often
commissioned from specialist firms in the private sector. Many of the studies that
indicate positive returns to compact development for cities and regions are
undertaken by firms sub-contracted to contribute to comprehensive plans. These
studies employ a variety of methods to consider economic and fiscal impacts, though
more advanced versions include a broader set of environmental impact models.
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Techniques for projecting the impacts of growth vary tremendously and range
from relatively simple quantitative analysis to more complex projection of precise
spatial location of new development based on transportation patterns, parcel level
redevelopment potential, and trends in real estate market products. The chief danger
of scenario modeling, however, increases with this type of sophistication: it is easy
enough for readers of scenario reports to assume that they are truly rigorous
predictions of the future and overlook the major assumptions embedded in any
model. Actual urban development depends on a mix of economic and cultural factors
that vary widely across time and space, are deeply path-dependent, and are often the
subject of tremendous academic debate. Growth modeling tends to assume baseline
population and employment estimates based on historical trends; these can be
notoriously unreliable in predicting future growth, especially at the levels of cities,
towns, and regions. Finally, the data sets generally used for projections tend to
reduce in accuracy or availability at higher levels of granularity. Because of this
scenario modeling is best understood as a comparison of potential futures, as a way
to examine different characteristics they embody. It is a useful technique for
comparing future scenario A to future scenario B, rather than projecting firm trends
from current economic and demographic indicators.
When planners fail to explain this properly in a public participation process,
there is a real risk that citizens and residents of a community will mistake analysis for
truth. This type of problem was a common one during the period of American history
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in which “rational planning” held sway and the political and equitable dimensions of
planning were subsumed by a desire for efficient infrastructure systems for growing
cities. The technical sophistication of planning and civil engineering techniques
encouraged a disempowering, positivist framework for evaluating planning
interventions. This led to some of the worst ethical lapses in American planning of
the past century, including the encouragement of auto dependent suburbanization
while turning inner city neighborhoods with large populations of people of color into
crowded and underserved slums.
As urban planning related technologies, including scenario planning and
planimetric city modeling software packages, become more sophisticated there is a
growing risk that their analyses will be taken uncritically. The nature or urban
development is always a matter of negotiating the “right to the city” and this is
always a political process, either consciously and deliberately or through subsumed
processes. Planning software does not take this political and ethical factor into
account, and there is little reason to believe it ever could. While practicing planners
are often all too familiar with the tensions involved in plan development and
implementation, working through these tensions is a labor and time intensive
process. It is faster and less costly for cities to reduce focus on these processes and
focus on software-mediated modeling, replacing the clunky business of negotiating
community values with the apparently more efficient process of automated
development modeling. Scenario planning tools are best seen precisely as tools, that
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require facility and training to use properly, rather than generators of unmediated
scientific truths. They are instruments than can be effectively used to aid pragmatic,
phronetic reasoning.
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Sustainable Places Project
The Sustainable Places Project (SPP) is a multiyear planning project
encompassing five activity centers in the central Texas region. Four of the sites are in
towns surrounding Austin, and one site is a district across Town Lake from the Austin
downtown. The four towns are Dripping Springs, Elgin, Hutto, and Lockhart.
The activity centers themselves are sites targeted for growth and integration
into regional transportation planning by the Capital Area Metropolitan Planning
Organization (CAMPO), the MPA which serves the Austin-Round Rock MSA. These
five activity centers were selected from thirty-seven total identified centers by a
committee led by CAMPO.
This project is funded by a federal grant tied to the Sustainable Communities
Regional Planning Grants program, an innovative collaboration between the EPA and
the Department of Housing and Urban Development, administered through HUD’s
Office of Sustainable Housing and Communities. This program is meant to combine
the ideas and initiatives of affordable housing and smart growth policies with analysis
of environmental impacts, particularly transportation and transit. The Sustainable
Places Project (hereafter referred to as SPP) is a collaboration between several
regional organizations, including the Center for Sustainable Development and the
Texas Advanced Computing Cluster at UT, the cities of Austin, Lockhart, Dripping
Springs, Elgin, and Hutto, and the Capital Area of Council Governments. Several
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private planning consultant firms are also part of the collaboration, offering
specialized work in participatory process management, indicator and impact
research, and stakeholder recruitment.
The organizational complexity of the SPP is reflected in the complexity of its
implementation. Generally speaking, it builds on CAMPO’s prior work of identifying
regional growth centers and develops a comprehensive planning process for a set of
these centers. Towns were invited to submit proposals for their growth centers, and
the most analytically and politically appropriate set was chosen for plan
development. Teams of stakeholders were assembled for each site, and these
stakeholders were engaged throughout the process as leading participants. A series
of public engagement meetings were held for each site. One meeting used keypad
surveying and concept mapping to identify general needs, concerns and preferred
development types of community members. Another used a small group mapping
exercise to develop community designs for future land use maps. These maps were
consolidated by a planning consulting team to develop final scenario choices. These
choices were presented at community centers for each town, to allow residents to
vote on their preferred plan design. Residents were also able to vote for their
preferences online. Finally, these choices were used to develop final plans for
approval by the City Councils and/or planning authorities of the participating towns.
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The mapping exercise is the key focus of this study, because of its use of novel
technology in the planning process. One aspect of the process is relatively wellestablished in planning practice. Meeting attendants divide into groups of four-six,
and assemble around tables that feature prepared maps of their sites. They are given
a set of stickers or “chips” that represent some number of new jobs or new
residents. These chips are associated with particular building types. They are
generally made to scale, so that a chip represents the number of jobs or residents
that could be associated with a building type at a given acreage and density.
Participants are also given markers to color in spaces they may want set aside as
open space or civic facilities, or to draw new transportation and transit connections
that may benefit the community. At least one facilitator is assigned to each table, to
help guide the process by asking residents which spaces might be most important for
preservation, where new development should occur, and how residents want to
achieve the goals and values they outlined in previous meetings.
In the SPP process, this mapping exercise is significantly augmented by the
use of the Envision Tomorrow software package. This consists of dynamic
spreadsheets linked to a scenario-mapping plug-in for ArcGIS, the industry standard
for mapping and geospatial software. Envision Tomorrow allows the land uses
developed in a scenario planning exercise to be copied into a digital format. This
digital map is connected to spreadsheets that calculate the area and densities of land
use designs. The software uses development types that can be tailored to match
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zoning classifications, form-based codes, or other land use categorization schemas.
With these elements, the software can calculate an enormous range of impact
estimates associated with a scenario.
Potentially, this offers tremendous analytic power that is often absent from
the scenario planning. This type of analysis generally requires cities and towns to hire
consulting firms with expertise in each branch of impacts planning- environmental,
economic, and fiscal impacts for example. While this is common for large city
comprehensive plans, it is prohibitively costly for most medium-sized and small towns
to use in their planning processes. It is also too costly for many larger cities to use in
much of their planning work, especially for neighborhood and small area plans.
Envision Tomorrow is no replacement for on-the-ground professional expertise, but it
offers general analysis that is much more information-rich than lower-capital planning
exercises can often achieve.
Envision Tomorrow offers an even greater potential benefit for participatory
planning exercises. It is rare that a community can receive rapid feedback on the
visions and urban designs its residents map out in participatory planning exercises.
Without the presence of a variety of professional experts in particular plan elements,
this is normally impossible. Unfortunately, this means that basic designs are little
informed by an iterative learning process; residents must trust the opinions of
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planners present to guide design frameworks, and cannot see the impacts of
particular preferences for themselves.
Envision Tomorrow allows indicators to show impacts of new decisions in a
process that is close to real-time. While it must be developed and analyzed with a
measure of professional expertise, it is still possible to quickly show the impacts of
site preference decisions by residents as they make them. This is one of the goals of
the SPP process; allowing residents to map a future land use area, and then see how
their design influences the local balance between jobs and housing, the CO2
emissions of the site in the future, the water demand of residential districts, and a
wide array of other factors. This can allow residents to modify their decisions based
on information and data, and engage in a genuinely pragmatic design process
blending community desires with grounded analysis.
In theory, the use of Envision Tomorrow in public participation processes
enhance those processes and make them a deliberative, deeply democratic process.
Instead of dividing community interests and professional expertise automatic
modeling with sustainability indicators allows residents to observe the simulated
impacts of their choices. Ideally, this transforms a collection of individual
perspectives into informed statements of community values. The degree to which
this was achieved is a question that will be explored later in this paper.
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Technical Introduction to Envision Tomorrow
While an extended explanation of the mechanics of the Envision Tomorrow
software package is not necessary for this work, a basic overview is important for
understanding how it functions in a planning process. It is also helpful for seeing the
points in the software in which human intervention and assumption may be occluded
by technological functioning; these points may be of particular importance when
considering the use of Envision Tomorrow in public process. Where in the operation
and deployment of the software will the limitations of scenario modeling be the least
apparent to users?
Envision Tomorrow is a plug-in tool for ArcGIS, a mapping tool for geospatial
analysis used by most planning organizations. ArcGIS uses map layers encoded with
tabular data referring to the attributes of geographic units. A geographic unit, such
as a polygon representing a city block or a land parcel, or a line representing a street,
generally includes information about size, location, identifying codes, environmental
data, or appraisal data. Generally speaking, any type of geospatial information can be
integrated into map files modeled as either discrete shapes or continuously varying
rasters.
A map file prepared for analysis in Envision Tomorrow uses polygons, often
based on the parcels used by tax appraisal districts. Large, undeveloped sites can be
broken into smaller polygons for modeling purposes. In scenario modeling, this
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parcel layer can be assigned the attributes of a development type through a separate
modeling interface. This process is called painting. When a parcel is painted with a
development type, its area and other attributes become dynamic inputs for a
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. The values for each development type drive the rest of
the system’s impacts calculations.
Development types drive the modeling process, and development types are
created from a mixture of building prototypes. Building prototypes are essentially
physical and financial pro formas of archetypal buildings for a region. These can be
modeled on existing buildings, or developed based on a mixture of public data,
interviews with real estate developers, and basic architectural assumptions. The
building pro forma is designed to allow a user to see a reasonable estimate of the
return on investment for a building model. This is one of the key advantages of
Envision Tomorrow compared with other scenario modeling systems. Planning
processes generally operate with a deficit of knowledge about the economic viability
of land uses being modeled; planners are often forced to rely upon developer
feedback to determine the viability of regulations. Using the building model
prototypes through Envision Tomorrow, a planner or user can insure that every
proposed land use and building type has some grounding in economic reality. This
allows the development of plans that are realistic in a regional development climate.
It also allows for planners to engage in more concrete and effective dialog with the
real estate and business communities.
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Building pro formas are imported to the scenario planning spreadsheet. They
are then used to assemble a typology of commercial, residential, and mixed-use
development for the site being planned. Each develop type is a compilation of
buildings. For each development type the user designations what percentage of all
development will consist of each building type. For example, a single-family
residential development type may consist of 100% single-family houses, or a suburban
development type may include 80% of single-family houses and 20% of strip retail.
Each development type can include as high a proportion of any building type the user
wishes. The software can currently support the creation of fifty unique development
types, and fifty distinct building templates.
Development types are painted onto a parcel or polygon map layer, and the
painting process apportions buildings by their percentage in the development type.
For instance, if a development type includes 80% single-family houses and 20% strip
retail use, and a ten-acre parcel is painted, Envision Tomorrow will apportion eight
acres of single family housing and two acres of strip retail into its impact calculations.
The site scale of building templates need not correspond to the size of a painted
parcel, because the system simply calculates percentages of use.
Summed land use data forms the primary variables for the software’s impact
calculations. These also depend on values and ratios entered by the user. For
instance, environmental impacts of development types depend on per capita, per
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worker, or per building values for water and energy consumption. These values are
taken from appropriate research or policy guides. Economic data related to property
values or industry wages must be incorporated from the Census or local taxing
authorities. Most of the more information-dense indicators depend on values derived
from academic or professional research.
Users paint an entire site map with different development types, and these
types drive changes in the impact indicators of the Envision Tomorrow spreadsheets.
There are dozens of indicators embedded in the system as given, and it is relatively
simple to add new indicators if they can be related to existing variables in the analytic
tool (population density, land use area, etc.). Planners or users can determine which
indicators are highlighted for a given planning process.
The tool allows for multiple distinct scenarios to be painted. This is the
analytic heart of the system; users can paint a variety of urban designs and land use
plans, and compare the results of the impacts indicators for each scenario. This
captures the practical benefit of scenario planning. Scenario modeling is generally
not effective at mapping out future conditions in and of themselves from present
circumstances. The procedure is more effective at showing the differential impacts of
varying future scenarios. If we assume that in a certain number of years a certain
level of economic and demographic growth is realized, then all other factors being
equal future scenarios can show how different land use patterns “perform.” Of
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course, real outcomes often differ wildly from demographic and economic
projections; this is particularly the case when considering a system as complex as a
city embedded in its region.
This system is very effective at generating useful results, but there are clear
points where vague or indeterminate assumptions may influence results. Indicators
depend on relationships that are found from outside research; this can be
misinterpreted or unreliable, or matters still under academic debate may be
presented as well-established. When original research is used for a planning process,
it may be included in the model before sufficient peer review is undertaken. Predetermining building models may limit the architectural variety actually deployed in
the analytic system. Indicators for which information is readily available and easy to
model are the most often and readily deployed. This detracts from the use of
indicators whose baseline data is more labor-intensive to collect, something of
particular concern when modeling local impacts related to social sustainability. When
using Envision Tomorrow in a planning process it is crucial that users understand
basic constraints and limitations to the technology for its results to be interpreted in
a way that enriches collective understanding rather than masking provisional data
with the appearance of scientificity.
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Infrastructure and Sustainable Development
The preceding chapters focused on the theory and analysis of sustainability to
operationalize the concept to help evaluate particular urban infrastructure and
design interventions in future land use planning scenarios. They also gave a general
overview of scenario planning and the Sustainable Places Project, including its use of
Envision Tomorrow. Now, it is possible to look at key pieces of urban infrastructure
to determine
1. how they might relate to economic, ecological, and social sustainability, and
2. how these practices are integrated into the simulation software Envision
Tomorrow or how they may be integrated in the future.
The interventions described are designs for infrastructure generally provided
or mandated by the public sector. This focus is more in keeping with public
participation processes spearheaded by governmental bodies. The Sustainable Places
Project will generate preferred development models that can be implemented by
towns and cities, and used to guide public policy. The infrastructure of private
property is considered only to the degree it can be influenced by routine land use and
infrastructural decision-making in government. For instance, on-site storm water
systems are generally provided by developers, but their quality and general form is
mandated by government regulation, and these on-site systems directly impact
public infrastructure for water management.
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“Sustainability” is a broad concept expressed in ecological, economic, and
social terms. It is difficult to investigate “sustainability” as a guiding theme for
organizing a host of discrete empirical indicators, especially when those indicators
are organized to facilitate digital scenario modeling for the comprehensive planning
of towns and large urban sites. To facilitate an orderly investigation, a rubric
conducive to studying the indicators in Envision Tomorrow was identified and
adapted.
This is the framework explained in the paper “Sustainable Urban Forms: Their
Typologies, Models, and Concepts,” by Jabardeen. The author “assumes that there
are concepts that repeat themselves and compose distinct urban sustainable
forms.”7 He uses qualitative methods, including literature review, “pattern
recognition,” and theoretical conceptualization to identify seven design concepts
that characterize sustainable urban form. After developing these design concepts,
Jabareen deploys them to characterize a set of four modes of sustainable urban
development: neotraditional development, urban containment, and eco-city. The
paper outlines a matrix of sustainable urban typology based on these design
concepts and modes of sustainable urbanism.
While this work uses a somewhat peculiar methodology it generates a useful
conceptual framework for ordering and characterizing the wide array of research of
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sustainable urban form that has proliferated in academic and professional literature. I
find this schema to be particularly effective for considering the way in which analytic
software addresses that literature and incorporates its findings into algorithms for
scenario modeling. Jabardeen’s seven design concepts for sustainable urban form
are as follows: compactness, sustainable transport, density, mixed land uses,
diversity, passive solar design, and greening.8 Compactness refers to contiguity of the
built environment. In my investigation I have chosen to combine compactness and
density in the same general attribute. Much of the literature on these topics,
especially that literature concerned with their effects, uses them interchangeably or
with vague differentiation between the two concepts. For the same reason I treat
mixed land uses and diversity as the same category. Jabardeen notes that diversity
and mixed land uses are similar but suggests that diversity refers to a more
multidimenional idea that includes varieties of housing types, activities, cultures,
incomes, and other elements of the “social and cultural context of the urban form.”9
This degree of nuance in design concepts does not seem necessary or helpful for
categorizing indicators in the current study. Sustainable transport, referring simply to
the provision of transportation that minimizes negative environmental and social
externalities and equitably allows for appropriate movement for urban residents, is
considered within other categories. Indicators focus primarily on the sustainability of
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transportation modes as a secondary effect of factors such as density and land use
mixes. These categories tend to have the greatest influence on the mode shift of
transportation, as well as the length and number of vehicle trips taken in a city. They
also tend to determine the practicability of non-automotive transportation modes,
including public transit and walking.
Greening refers to the deliberate inclusion of “nature” as “integral to the city
itself” through the provision of an array of open landscapes.10 This design concept
finds expression in the shaping of parks and formal open spaces. It also suggests a
more durable concern with using botanical and biological systems to guide the
contours of sustainable urban interventions. Greening includes the use of green
spaces as dynamic elements in the provision of urban infrastructure, including water
treatment and food production as well as recreation. Passive solar, referring to the
organization of urban spaces to maximize the energetic gains of solar exposure and
minimize the loss of energy, is not included in this study because it is not modeled in
the Envision Tomorrow analytic tool. Integrating passive solar design into urban
scenario planning software remains a provocative task for other work.
Adapting and adopting Jabardeen’s design concept framework, the following
major attributes of urban form will be considered:
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Mixed land uses

(Jabareen, 2006, p. 43)
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Urban density



Green space

Even when condensed from Jabardeen’s seven design concepts, these three
attributes each have direct and often overlapping effects on a range of urban
infrastructures. These overlapping effects include potable water provision, waste
water management, storm water management, energy production and distribution,
transportation and transit systems, etc. Many of these systems draw upon
sociotechnical systems that span many categories of use.
The infrastructural treatment of urban water resources can be explored as a
useful example of this basic categorical ambiguity. Water presents tremendous
difficulty in terms of categorization of interventions. Conventional water system
designs tend to segregate water, waste water, and storm water management. All
water used by households and firms is treated and delivered by centralized systems,
and held to uniform standards of quality regardless of use. Waste water, regardless
of previous use, is piped back away from households and treated, again by
centralized systems. Storm water is considered an environmental irritation or danger
to be effectively removed from the urban framework. This type of thinking ignores
precipitation as an immediate source of water for households, through rain water
collection or water-friendly landscaping. It codes against reuse of grey water for onsite purposes. It disregards landscape features that influence quantity of water used
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per household, such as the types of plants supported in residential lawns and how
appropriate they may be for the bioregion.
In terms of conventional water infrastructure design, these functions are
distinct. Their conceptual distinction is mirrored in technological implementation.
Latour writes of the artificial divide between nature and society and its negative
impacts on practice.11 The design of water infrastructure in 20th century American
cities is a good example of this self-defeating mirage. Storm water is treated as
“natural” and detached from human use, and potable water is only acceptable
through the mediation of centralized processing systems. This is deeply inefficient,
and bears little resemblance to the demand-side ideals of ecological sustainability.
However, many effective interventions are not so cleanly categorized.
Keeping with the example of water, low-impact development (LID) is a broad
technological system that optimizes landscapes to minimize external water demands.
It uses the water intercepted on-site effectively, and combines it with decentralized
biological processing in the field rather than chemical and mechanical processing in
centralized facilities. It integrates potable water provision, waste water processing,
storm water mediation, and landscaping. Precisely because it is a robust
sociotechnical system, LID may be considered in multiple infrastructural categories.
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Multiple design concepts address aspects of urban water infrastructure. For
the purpose of analysis design concepts will be used for a primary categorical
schema, with each addressing relevant elements of sociotechnical systems. Keeping
with the example of water infrastructure, the scale and cost of piping infrastructure
will be considered under the design concept of urban density, while the impact of LID
and water conservation practices will be considered under the concept of green
space. While it will not be possible to account for all the impacts of mixed use
development, urban density, and green space in the context of this study, an attempt
will be made to give sufficient background to justify the significance of the set of
indicators embedded in the analytic tool to which these design concepts refer. The
design concepts will be elaborated in terms of their ecological, economic, and social
implications.
Finally, the analysis of mixed land use and urban density design concepts
requires some elaboration. While planning literature often examines the impacts of
these concepts in the same works, they have distinct effects which are worth
considering separately. Dividing them out will be more a matter of art than science in
some cases, since certain mixed use development types are intimately combined with
at least moderate levels of residential density. The broad literature around transitoriented development, for instance, focuses on the promotion of compact
development that maximizes the number of residents living within a quarter mile of
major transit stations, while also recognizing the importance of office and retail
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integration to these sites for incentivizing pedestrian activity. Their mechanisms are
distinct enough however to warrant separate investigation, and so both design
concepts will be used as frameworks for analyzing basic characteristics of
infrastructure and urban form.
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Mixed Land Uses
Background
The mixed land use design concept refers to promoting the development of
multiple and complementary land uses in the same town, neighborhood, small site
area, transit corridor, or building. It is offered as an opposing tendency to the
common practice of developing relatively uniform districts, with single family
neighborhoods sequestered from large commercial strip development on major
arterials. It also suggests adopting a diverse typology of residential and
nonresidential buildings to accommodate a variety of user needs and preferences.
Mixing land uses is a core design concept guiding contemporary urban planning in
North America.
The single-use designations of Euclidean zoning have been criticized for
decades. Jane Jacobs’ The Death and Life of Great American Cities popularized this
critical discourse, attacking the monolithic tendencies of urban renewal programs.
She argues that separation of residential, commercial, and civic uses deadens an
urban neighborhood and leads to decline in the life of the street.12 Active shops allow
neighborhoods to monitor general conditions of safety, putting “eyes on the street.”
They allow small retailers to compete with larger, centralized outlets through the
advantage of proximity. They encourage a more diverse pattern of residential types,
12

(Jacobs, 1961)
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especially when ground floor commercial uses are joined to multifamily
development. These broad tendencies have framed debates about non-land use
zoning in recent decades.
The academic literature focuses on three measures of land use mixing: the
jobs/population balance of a region, the diversity of land uses within a subregion, and
the accessibility of residential to nonresidential uses in a region.13 The literature tends
to support the claim that mixed uses leads to significant sustainability benefits.
Walking and transit use tend to increase as land use mix increases. Mixed land use
regions have better fiscal profiles than areas with more uniform typologies. Balancing
land uses can reduce the travel distances between residences and jobs, reducing
personal costs for low-income workers.
The economic sustainability of the mixed land use design concept will be
considered in terms of impacts of municipal budgets and real estate values. Increased
variety of land does not necessary reduce the urban footprint of a city, nor the
degree to which an urban area acts as an accumulator of wealth. Rather, mixed land
use development functions as a more efficient technology for new growth, balancing
the costs and revenues associated with municipal service and infrastructure
provision. It is a way of addressing characteristics of new growth and channeling it
towards more efficient patterns, rather than limiting that growth per se.
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(Ewing R. &., Travel and the built environment: a synthesis, 2001, p. 107)
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Mixed use development can be associated with significant reduction of
automotive trips, corresponding to the demand-reduction focus of ecological
sustainability. Transportation impacts will hence be associated with ecological
sustainability accordingly. Social sustainability will consider the implications of mixed
use design for enhancing the quality of life of all residents, and the democratic
availability of civic resources. This includes reflection on the social effects of
economic and ecological characteristics, as well as particular focus on the potential
for increases in diversity of land uses and residential building types to better serve
lower income and working class households.
Economic Sustainability
The design concept of mixed use development has been shown to enhance
the economic and fiscal sustainability of urban growth. Mixed use patterns have been
considered routinely in fiscal impact modeling for decades, and the general
conclusion in professional and academic studies suggests mixed use development
tends towards better balancing of municipal revenues and expenses for service and
infrastructure provision. This has been a common analysis in a range of economic and
econometric studies. It has also been projected for many municipal and regional
comprehensive plans in the US.
Considering the fiscal impact of mixed use development encompasses supply
and demand side sustainability themes into a general effects-oriented practices. The
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integration of land uses entails a critique of an excess of particular types of
technological product (for instance, an excess of single-family commercial
neighborhoods) and encourages structural measures to reduce demand for energyintensive and environmentally destructive services. At the same time it encourages a
consideration of social equity and fairness in the context of development, by
encouraging growth that “pays for itself” rather than take indirect subsidy from
existing residents.
The standard techniques for analyzing the fiscal impact of new development
can be used to examine the impacts of compact or high density growth as well as
mixed land uses. However, increasing the diversity of land uses in urban space is
often seen to have the greatest net benefits to city budgets. Accordingly these
techniques will be addressed in this section, and the Envision Tomorrow indicators
relating to fiscal impacts will be outlined and explained here as well. These
techniques will be reconsidered in later discussions of density and compactness with
a particular focus on impact studies addressing that design concept.
Fiscal Impact
Governments have used forms of fiscal impact analysis (FIA) in the United
States to analyze growth and building development since the 1930s. It encompasses
a range of methods, including several that have been tailored for addressing
particular land use questions (such as the preservation of agricultural land). Use of
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FIA increased following the publication of a clear guidebook by major researchers in
the field, Robert Burchell and David Listokin, in the early 1980s.14 This guidebook
helped popularize FIA methods among practicing planners. Burchell's major work
using FIA to analyze the costs of urban sprawl on regional and national levels have
contributed to the prominence of the methodology.
There are several models for performing an impact analysis, and they can be
divided into four categories. Because the fiscal impact tool ultimately developed in
the course of the SPP combines elements from three of these methods, they will be
given a broad overview in this section based primarily on the categorization provided
by Edwards.15 This will be followed by more focused description of the fiscal
implications of mixed use development. Burchell's work on the costs of sprawl
focuses more on the design concepts of density and compactness, and will be
address in that section.
Traditional Fiscal Impact Analysis
Standard fiscal impact analysis focuses on developing a relationship between
population and employment growth and city expenditures. It seeks to predict how
the addition of new residents or new workers will impact the cost profile of city
services and infrastructure provision. There are two major bodies of technique for
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arriving at this. The marginal cost approach takes tries to determine the impacts of
adding one more resident or worker to a city's system of service provision. The
average costing approach attempts to develop a per capita or per worker
relationship between new growth and city revenues and expenditures based on
existing trends.
Marginal costing is a precise method that relies heavily upon case study and
targeted interview. This is necessary to determine the current characteristics of city
services. In particular, when considering municipal capital investment it is important
to know whether or not there is excess capacity in city systems, or if new growth will
automatically trigger major capital construction or city hiring needs to maintain an
acceptable level of service. These focused interviews and case studies are also useful
in determining the impact of new technology adoption on a system. However, this is
a very time and labor intensive process, and because it is often expensive it is rarely
used by practicing planners.
Average costing refers to the development of per capita and per worker ratios
for revenues and expenditures using existing budgetary data. A current city budget is
divided up between residential and non-residential users based on an allocational
schema. Education expenses, for instance, are generally assigned to the residential
sector, while public works may be evenly divided between residential and
commercial users. Some budgetary categories can be allocated based on more
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empirical secondary data; in some FIA exercises, including the one used in SPP, fire,
police, and EMT expenditures are allocated to residential and non-residential uses
based on the frequency of emergency service call requests to residential and
commercial addresses.
Once taxes and expenditures are allocated appropriately, they are divided by
the total populations and total employment in a municipality or region to develop
average cost ratios. These ratios can then be multiplied by projections of new
population or employment growth to yield an estimate of total impacts on revenues
and costs for municipal operating and capital/debt servicing costs. The principal
benefit of this model is its simplicity; average costing can be developed with data
readily available to most municipalities, or at least theoretically accessible with
investigation of budgets and city data. Data management difficulties arise when
services have inconsistent or overlapping jurisdictions, or when towns and cities use
incoherent or dissimilar schemes for categorizing expenses and revenue sources.
Average costing is generally seen as the less precise method, though it is the
most widely used, and Burchell and Listokin argue that over the long run it generates
similar results to marginal costing methods. Marginal costing is recommended for
cities with high growth rates that create quickly outstripped infrastructure systems,
or declining cities with high levels of excess capacity. Average costing is generally
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acceptable with caveats, but is particularly appropriate for cities with slow, stable
growth cycles and neither significant slack nor constriction in their service provision.
Cost of Community Services Studies
The cost of community services model was pioneered by organizations
promoting the preservation of agricultural land and open space. They focus on
describing the actual impact of land use type on city budgets. Agricultural lands may
generate lower taxes than residential or commercial developments, but they also
require much lower governmental expenditure at the local level. This supports the
argument that preserving agricultural land can be positive for city budgets.
Instead of focusing on per capita and per worker values, cost of community
services studies focus on the values associated with each square foot of property of
different land use types. This allows for a more refined focus on the type of
development that occurs, enabling planners to compare effects of different future
land use zoning patterns.
Generally speaking, these studies have found that commercial property tends
to generate more in total taxes than residential uses, and require far less expenditure
for services. This is the most salient aspect of fiscal impact analysis for considering
the mixed land use design concept. Segregating commercial and residential zoning or
promoting primarily residential development in a suburb or town is poor fiscal
practice for a city. Commercial uses provide net revenue lost in the provision of
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residential-oriented services and infrastructure. While some of this revenue can be
recovered through impact fees in many regions (though in many states the use of
impact fees is heavily restricted) it is most appropriate to develop commercial uses
alongside residential to balance out city budgets in the long run. Keeping this general
tendency in mind can allow cities and planners ample time to craft the type of
commercial zoning and policy they want, rather than be forced into hasty and
destructive commercial development patterns during a revenue crisis.
Fair Use Studies
This type of fiscal impact study is not as widely used as either traditional FIA or
the cost of community service studies described above. It was developed at MIT to
facilitate greater fiscal analysis of housing type. Instead of population counts or land
use area, it relies on the number of housing units as the base for fiscal analysis, and
develops per unit costs and revenues associated with different types of single and
multi-family housing. This can be used to show the fiscal prudence of promoting
multifamily housing. Multifamily housing allows for reduced per unit service and
infrastructure costs, since end users are concentrated at single geographic points for
infrastructure use. Fiscal value of housing units is complex, however, and local
conditions including real estate values, crime rates, and service capacity may force
adjustment to these per unit estimates.
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The fiscal impact model developed for the SPP combines elements of
traditional average costing FIA, costs of community services studies, and fair use
studies. Rather than rely upon a single variable for analysis, it develops a weighted
ratio from per resident, per worker, per land use area, and per unit values. This allows
the ratio to be more robust in terms of analyzing multiple relevant factors in the
scenario development process. While case study and interviews were used in
developing the model, average costing is more appropriate to deployment in analytic
software that depends on formulaic relationships that can be automated.
Limitations
This methodology offers the advantage of using historical data to offer results
that are regionally calibrated, and is a versatile, relatively clear form of fiscal
projection. However, it has several major limitations that are often de-emphasized by
practitioners. The use of historical data excludes the possibility of changes in cost per
user for government services or infrastructure. It does not easily incorporate
qualitative shifts in infrastructure investment, which should be factored in separately.
It is difficult to adjust these values to reflect quality of service of different services
and investments, and different service standards within a jurisdiction. In many
regions, multiple jurisdictions share overlapping but noncontiguous territories and
offer different baskets of services, making it difficult to correctly allocate taxes and
services to the appropriate governmental provider. Unreflective deployment of FIA
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can encourage fiscal zoning, in which planners overestimate market potential for
different commercial land uses to balance off residential growth, or focus too heavily
on achieving a balanced budget in every new district rather than examining the
jurisdiction and regional economy as a whole.
These caveats indicate the importance of using FIA as a general guide to
future fiscal considerations useful for comparing scenarios, not an absolute
assurance that should override local knowledge, broader analysis, or the specific
fiscal implications of a development.
Econometric Studies and Emerging Methods
Researchers often prefer to use statistical analysis for examining the fiscal
implications of growth. Econometric formulas are developed to account for the
causal factors of per capita expenditures for one or many categories of municipal
expenditure. While most of these studies are focused on density and compactness,
some studies show results relevant to the mixed land use concept.
Real Estate Value Enhancement
Many studies have sought to describe the relationship between real estate
value and the mixed land uses concept. Researchers find general support for the
claim that proximity to mixed land uses had a positive effect on real estate value in
general.
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Song and Knaap investigate the relationship between mixed land use and
single-family property values in a set of 225 neighborhoods in Washington County,
Oregon. Their neighborhoods are defined by traffic analysis zones.16 They use a set of
five land use measures to describe "mixed use," that include the following:
neighborhood commercial stores, multifamily residential units, light industrial sites,
public institutions, and public parks. They use GIS analysis and hedonic modeling uses
real estate sales prices to determine the relationship between these land uses, singlefamily housing value, and employment type. Song and Knaap find that prices tend to
increase with proximity to public parks and neighborhood commercial stores,
decrease with proximity to multifamily units, and show negligible relationship to the
proximity of light industrial and public institutional proximity. Prices also tend to
increase in communities with higher proportions of service jobs; this finding is less
useful given the vagueness of the service sector occupational category. Values are
highest when non-single family uses are more evenly dispersed in a neighborhood.
The researchers conclude that the following factors should be considered in
designing mixed land use neighborhoods:


The type of mixed land uses needs to be compatible with the surrounding
single-family residences.



16

Public parks are always welcome.

(Song, 2004)
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New businesses in neighborhoods should be service-oriented.



Commercial developments should be appropriate to the neighborhood, scaled
in size to fit the neighborhood, and should offer convenient access to
pedestrians.
A Dutch study by Koster and Rouwendal investigates the impact of mixed land

uses on residential property values in European cities, specifically using data from
Rotterdam.17 This includes real estate transactions, the location and type of business
establishments, and statistical data on residential density for the region. They
develop a complex hedonic analysis focusing on different residential building types as
well as varied land uses.
They find a positive correlation between employment and household prices,
suggesting strong attraction to mixed living and working neighborhoods. However,
specific sectors show this positive correlation: business services, education and
healthcare, and retail. Manufacturing, government, and wholesale are negatively
correlated to home values. When business sectors are restricted to the former
category, the positive correlation between home value and mixed land uses increases
significantly. They note that a large minority of cases show no relationship between
the presence of industrial uses and home value, suggested that this probably
depends on the type of facility in question (for instance, a small assembly factory

17

(Koster, 2012)
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versus an oil refinery). They also find that higher land use diversity has a greater
positive impact on apartment prices, suggesting a higher willingness to pay by
apartment dwellers for mixed use areas.
Ecological Sustainability
The mixed use design concept has been studied extensively in relation to
travel-miles of city residents. This is one of the clearest manifestations of ecological
sustainability associated with this design concept, because mixed use development
offers great potential for reducing the use of natural resources associated with daily
vehicle trips, particularly automotive fuel.
Mixed use design reduces travel through three mechanisms:


bringing origins and destinations closer together and reducing trip mileage



inducing travelers to use non-automotive transportation (walking, biking, and
transit)



eliminating or shortening trips by capturing travelers at more convenient
locations18
These mechanisms are subject to debate, and the analysis of design impacts

on trip behavior is complex.

18

(Cervero, 2006, p. 476)
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Cervero and Duncan study the impact of two types of mixed use development
on residential travel demand.19 They differentiate between two types of
neighborhood mixed use: locating jobs in close proximity to housing, and locating
commercial and retail amenities in close proximity to housing. Using travel diaries of
San Francisco residents, they investigate which of these two types of mixed use
design has the greater impact on vehicle ravel-mile reduction.
They find that for both jobs-housing matches and the inclusion of retail in
residential neighborhoods, the most significant impacts on vehicle miles traveled
occurs between uses in a radius of four miles. For every 10% increase in the number of
jobs within a four-mile radius of a residence, there is a corresponding reduction of
3.29% of daily work-tour. For every 10% increase in the number of retail and service
jobs within four miles of a residence, there is a reduction of 1.6% for shopping and
personal service VMT. Generally speaking, occupationally-matched job access has
approximately twice the impact for vehicle travel reduction as retail-service access.
Ewing, Pendal, and Chen examine the impacts of land use mix along with
other design variables in the context of a systematic investigation of sprawl and its
impacts.20 They use microdata from the American Housing Survey and the 1990
Census Transportation Planning Package to develop a set of variables weighted to
create a general mix factor. The geographic units of analysis are generally

19
20

(Cervero, 2006)
(Ewing R. P., 2003)
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Transportation Analysis Zones, and sometimes census block groups. The component
variables used to derive a mix factor include the following:


percentage of residents with businesses or institutions within 1 block of their
home



percentage of residents with satisfactory neighborhood shopping within 1
mile



percentage of residents with a public elementary school within 1 mile



the degree of balance within TAZs between jobs and residents



the degree of balance between population-serving jobs and residents



a factor indicating mix of jobs across industries

The range of analysis is national, with cities ultimately assigned composite sprawl
indices and the elements of the sprawl indices analyzed in terms of an array of
impacts.
The authors find that land use mix does not significantly affect mode choice,
at least when considering single-occupancy vehicle, walking, and transit use modes.
They suggest that this may be caused more by data quality or scale of operation;
however, other studies also suggest that land use mix does not seem to necessarily
generate significant mode shift.21 However, they do find correlations between their
mix factor and reduced travel time to work and ozone generation. These both imply

21

(Ewing R. D., 2001)
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that diverse land uses promote shorter vehicle trips to work, which reduces fuel
consumption.
Social Sustainability
Social sustainability is a more difficult metric to consider, because it focuses
on the equity implications of sustainable design interventions. There is some analysis
of this in the Envision Tomorrow analytic process. This analysis is focused on the
impacts of residential and transportation costs on individuals and families, including
fuel, power, and water costs.
The mixed use design concept, when deployed in the context of suburban and
exurban communities surrounding a major metropolitan area, offers clear benefits in
terms of equity and the spatial allocation of resources to economically precarious
residents. Single-family tract housing with an almost universal tenure of ownership
reduces living opportunities for individuals and families without the finances or credit
to purchase a detached home. Encouraging multifamily housing, in the form of
apartments, condominiums, and limited equity housing cooperatives expands the
residential choices available to worker class families. This type of housing diversity
also increases the options available to residents at different life stages, with smaller
products providing more accessible housing for younger workers or elderly
community members. In this way the expansion of residential land use diversity
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promotes general social sustainability by allowing community members of all income
levels and an array of lifestyles to live affordably and possibly build home equity.
Increasing commercial uses in a predominantly residential area may
contribute to social sustainability by facilitating shorter travel times between work
and home. As stated, mixed use developments tend to reduce VMT, and reductions in
driving equate to real reductions in household transportation costs.
Indicator Modeling
Envision Tomorrow models indicators relevant to the mixed use design concept in a
number of ways. This section will provide an overview to the analytic methods
employed.
Technical explanation of the fiscal impact model
The UT fiscal impact model is based on an adaptation of a classic method for
projecting fiscal impacts of new development. This commonly-used method follows
several steps:
1. Analysis of a reference year municipal budget to determine major tax and
expenditure categories and values.
2. Allocation of tax and revenue sources between residential and non-residential
land uses.
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3. Allocation of expenditure categories to residential and non-residential sources
based on an appropriate schema. For instance, it is conventional to allocate all
school expenditures to residential users rather than commercial. Police and
emergency services are often allocated based on some secondary indicator
that is readily available, such as the percentage of emergency service calls that
can be attributed to residential or non-residential land uses.
4. Determination of the total population and number of workers in the region
under analysis.
5. Once allocations are made and populations are determined, calculating the
per capita and per worker revenue and expenditures that can be associated
with residential and commercial land uses.
6. Multiplying these factors by the projected population and worker increases of
new development, based on assumptions associated with the scenarios under
consideration. For instance, if a development is planned to include 500
residential units and 20,000 square feet of commercial space, this can be used
to estimate the projected population increase (number of units by average
number of residents per unit) and workers (average numbers of workers per
square foot of commercial space).
7. Once these factors have been multiplied, the results are projected revenues
and expenditures associated with new development scenarios. These are
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compared to determine if a scenario generates less public revenue through
taxes and fees than it requires in terms of public expenditures.
The UT model adapts this general framework and incorporates elements of
costs of community service and fair housing studies. The Baseline Tab contains city
budget data and allocation formulas. Population and resident workers are taken from
the Census. Workers are taken from the Census Local Commute Pattern Estimate.
Basic census statistics show the number of residents who are employed, not the
number of workers in an area. Care must be taken to find the number of workers
employed in a given geographical area to accurately estimate per worker impacts.
General fund budget allocation is determined by a weighted average. The
number of units, area of building footprints, and parcel appraised value are combined
for residential, nonresidential, and vacant land to create a general allocation value for
services found in cells B19:B21.
The allocation of general fund taxes is based on the ratio of each major land
use category’s appraised value to the appraised value of all property, and is found in
cells C19:C21. These ratios are used to allocate the general fund and school district
property taxes, as well as all other sources of revenue besides sales tax. Sales tax is
associated with non-residential land only. These allocational ratios allow the system
to generate tax and expenditure values per square foot, per resident, and per
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worker. Input data is taken from county tax appraisal information that is geospatially
organized.
Similarly, water, wastewater, and electrical use are allocated based upon
quantity of gallons or electricity used by residential and non-residential sectors. This
allows for the generation of per capita and per worker values for utilities services.
City budget data is broken out by major service category and allocated by
residential and non-residential land uses. Emergency service allocations are
determined by the percentage of dispatches attributed to residential and nonresidential land use categories for the reference year. These percentages are shown
in cells B108:B116.
Final values for allocations are found in rows 136:144. Per resident, per worker,
and per square foot values are found in columns F:J in these rows. These values drive
estimation of scenario fiscal impacts, found in the PreferredScenarioAnalysis Tab.
The PreferredScenarioAnalysis Tab imports values from Envision Tomorrow’s
Preferred Scenario and multiplies them by the ratios and values generated by the
Baseline Tab. This generates fiscal values associated with the scenario. The table
snapshot below shows a revenue/cost ratio of 1.05 for residential and non-residential
uses.
The property taxes generated by the Fiscal Impact app are based on the
effective property tax rate found in the Baseline cells G19:21. This is found by dividing
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the allocated value of property taxes collected for each land use by the total
appraised value of each land use. For various reasons, this does not necessarily
correspond to the official millage rate of the city.
Mixed Use Indicator Modeling
The basic Envision Tomorrow suite models mixed land uses in several ways.
Painted parcels are associated with development types, and these types are
associated with defined percentages of building types. Each building type includes
definition of its general use. This occurs even for buildings that contain mixed uses
themselves. For instance, a building prototype comprised of a ground floor of retail
and multiple stories of apartments will reflect the percentage of this composition in
the gross floor area ratios it exports into the Envision Tomorrow Scenario Builder
spreadsheets.
This allows the software to automatically calculate the percentage land use
composition of each scenario. The same data is associated with per area values for
employees and residents, depending on the use. These values are taken from
national or regional statistics. With this data the software can display ratios for
scenario jobs-housing balance, as well as land use percentages, residentialnonresidential square footage ratios, and mixed use entropy indices.
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Indicator Results from SPP
To what degree did communities embrace mixed use designs in their planning
charrettes? Most of the scenarios generated in all the SPP exercises featured
dramatically greater mixes of uses than the trend for development would have
suggested. Though the towns have central districts with a traditional smalldowntown character, for the most part these communities are dominated by
suburban development patterns. Land uses are mostly segregated, with large areas
of single family houses services by highway-adjacent shopping strip retail.
Employment occurs throughout in detached office buildings or
manufacturing/service sites, though most of these towns feature large populations
of commuters who drive into and out of workplaces in Austin. The trend projection
for development assumes this pattern will continue. This is consonant with newer
residential subdivisions that typify growth in SPP towns over the last decade. These
developments often have suburban street patterns rather than pedestrian-oriented
grids, single-family housing with no other residential types, and non-residential uses
are kept to road or highway strip malls. They are automobile-dependent and
monolithic in typology.
The development patterns created by residents, however, exhibit
characteristics of strong mixed use developments. All of the original charrettegenerated maps include significant multifamily development, office and retail mixed
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with residential, and clear tendencies towards compact town centers that anchor a
coherent sense of place.
The following pages show indicator results from the SPP process. Multiple
tables of residents participated in the charrette modeling process, and the results
displayed here are averages of these table results for each site unless otherwise
stated.
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Development Square Feet
This indicator shows the total square footage of development broken out by land use type. Each charrette featured
several tables developing models; these figures represent an average of all tables for each of the four town sites. It also
shows a land use mix entropy ratio. We can clearly see a trend towards higher use mixing in charrette scenarios than in
trends.
Figure 1

Table 1: Dripping Springs
Development
Charrette
Square Feet
Scenario
Trend Scenario
Residential
1,931,615 73% 1,124,527 88%
Retail
322,084
12%
135,115
11%
Office
358,933
14%
25,027
2%
Industrial
43,031
2%
0
0%
Total
2,655,663 100% 1,284,669 100%
Land Mix
Score
(Entropy)
0.70
0.39
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Figure 2

Table 2: Elgin
Development
Square Feet
Residential
Retail
Office
Industrial
Total
Land Mix Score
(Entropy)

Charrette
Scenario
1,127,890 68%
194,949 12%
291,808 18%
44,408
3%
1,659,05 100
4
%
0.74

Regional
Growth
Scenario
1,716,561 85%
97,951
5%
144,775
7%
56,977
3%
2,016,26 100
4
%
0.42

Trend Scenario
1,278,732 91%
44,916
3%
58,046
4%
18,708
1%
1,400,40 100
2
%
0.29

Figure 3

Table 3: Hutto
Development
Square Feet
Residential
Retail
Office
Industrial
Total
Land Mix Score
(Entropy)

Charrette
Scenario
6,733,330
1,159,233
1,386,746
377,474
9,656,78
3
0.69

70%
12%
14%
4%
100
%

Regional
Growth
Scenario
4,646,68
9 82%
291,553
5%
423,166
7%
284,426
5%
100
5,645,834
%

Trend Scenario
5,778,93
4 96%
75,736
1%
180,071
3%
13,981
0%
6,048,72 100
2
%

0.44

0.18
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Figure 4

Table 4: Lockhart
Development
Square Feet
Residential
Retail
Office
Industrial
Total
Land Mix Score
(Entropy)

Charrette
Scenario
2,095,815 67%
699,723
22%
267,824
9%
82,847
3%
3,146,208 100%
0.73

Trend Scenario
2,596,642 69%
445,497
12%
389,312
10%
321,379
9%
3,752,830 100%
0.66

Charrette scenarios show much higher levels of land use mix than trend scenarios. This is a significant driver of other
impacts, including fiscal and environmental benefits. It reflects a strong preference shown during design exercises for
more commercial development to offset residential growth, and reduce the need of residents to commute to the
metropolitan core for work.
Housing Mix
This indicator shows the unit breakdown between different housing types in average charrette scenarios relative to
trends. The charrette average shows a radically higher proportion of multifamily housing than trend scenarios. Trends
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suggest more large lot single-family housing, while this is one of the smallest housing types preferred in charrette
modeling. In Elgin, an enormous 79% of charrette housing is in the form of apartments and townhomes.
Figure 5

Table 5: Dripping Springs
Housing Mix
Large Lot Single Family
Conventional Lot Single
Family
Small Lot Single Family
Townhome
Multifamily
Mobile Home
Total Housing Units

Charrette
Scenario
29 23%

Trend
Scenario
315 75%

13
8
17
61
0
128

93
0
0
13
0
420

10%
6%
13%
48%
0%

22%
0%
0%
3%
0%
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Figure 6

Table 6: Elgin
Housing Mix
Large Lot Single Family
Conventional Lot Single
Family
Small Lot Single Family
Townhome
Multifamily
Mobile Home
Total Housing Units

Charrette
Scenario
66
9%

Regional
Growth
Scenario
398 52%

Trend
Scenario
350 72%

48
53
113
498
0
779

124
11
30
200
0
764

105 22%
2 0%
5
1%
25 5%
0 0%
487

6%
7%
15%
64%
0%

16%
1%
4%
26%
0%
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Figure 7

Table 7: Hutto
Housing Mix
Large Lot Single Family
Conventional Lot
Single Family
Small Lot Single Family
Townhome
Multifamily
Mobile Home
Total Housing Units

Charrette
Scenario

Regional
Growth
Scenario

1108

30%

398

52%

413
157
346

11%
4%
10%

124
11
30

1610 44%
0 0%
3634

200
0
764

16%
1%
4%
26
%
0%

Trend
Scenario
72
350
%
22
105
%
2 0%
5
1%
25
0
487

5%
0%

Figure 8

Table 8: Lockhart
Housing Mix
Large Lot Single Family
Conventional Lot
Single Family
Small Lot Single Family
Townhome
Multifamily
Mobile Home
Total Housing Units

Charrette
Scenario
230 18%
111 9%
81 6%
173 13%
690 54%
0 0%
1285

Trend
Scenario
681 66%
210
14
29
97
0
1030

20%
1%
3%
9%
0%
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Charrette design of more diverse housing typologies drives influences other indicators. More inclusion of attached and small-lot
units promotes housing affordability in general while enabling higher residential densities. This reduces the demands housing places
on resource use.
Housing Tenure
This indicator compares ownership to rental rates for housing units. Charrette models feature higher levels of rental
housing, a characteristic that follows from the high rates of multifamily housing generated by community exercises.
Figure 9

Table 9: Dripping Springs
Housing
Tenure

Charrette
Scenario

Trend Scenario

Owner

616

54%

420

100%

Rental

523

46%

0

0%
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Figure 10

Table 10: Elgin
Housing
Tenure

Charrette
Scenario

Regional
Growth
Scenario

Trend Scenario

Owner

328

42%

600

79%

472

97%

Rental

451

58%

164

21%

16

3%
Figure 11

Table 11: Hutto
Housing
Tenure

Charrette
Scenario

Regional
Growth
Scenario

Owner

2185

60%

1556

72%

2135

99%

Rental

1450

40%

605

28%

17

1%

Trend
Scenario
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Figure 12

Table 12: Lockhart
Housing
Tenure

Charrette
Scenario

Trend
Scenario

Owner

587

46%

930

90%

Rental

698

54%

100

10%

This increase in rental units allows for more affordability, accommodating residents with more diverse residential needs.
Jobs/Housing Ratio
This indicator offers a clear factor for comparing the mix between residential and commercial uses in a region. The higher
the ratio the more employment is present compared to housing units. Charrette scenarios tend to show higher ratios than trends.
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Figure 13

Table 13: Jobs/Housing Balance
Jobs-to-Housing Ratio

Charrette
Scenario

Regional
Growth
Scenario

Trend
Scenario

Dripping
Springs

1.6

Elgin

1.6

0.8

0.5

Hutto

1.7

0.8

0.3

Lockhart

1.5

0.6

1.8

This is a clear result of increasing the proportion of commercial land uses in towns in charrette designs. These ratios allow for more
balanced growth, limiting fiscal burdens for city governments while allowing residents to reduce their commute times to work.
Fiscal Impact
The fiscal impacts of charrettes reflects the argument that mixing uses enhances the fiscal balance of a city. These
comparisons are taken from final preferred scenarios compared to trend developments, rather than the community planning
charrettes themselves. While for the purposes of this research the impacts of scenarios designed directly by residents in charrettes
are more significant, the fiscal impact utility was changed during the process. The impacts of the final preferred scenarios compared
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to trends reflect the most current fiscal impact utility and data. Because preferred scenarios were developed using charrette
designs and community preference surveying, they still represent a good approximation of community design values.
Figure 14

Table 14: Fiscal Impact
Revenue/Cost Ratio

Dripping
Springs
Elgin
Hutto
Lockhart

Preferred
Scenario 1

Preferred
Scenario 2

Trend
Scenario

Fiscal
Balance
Increases to
Scenario

1.0
1.15
1
1.54

1.08

0.83
0.81
0.76
1.39

30%
42%
36%
11%

1.03

The preferred scenarios in all cases outperform the trend scenario in terms of fiscal balance. Trends include substantial growth of
residential stock without comparable increase in commercial development. Balanced commercial and noncommercial growth allows
for surplus generating land use types to offset deficit generating residential growth.
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Urban Density
Background
Urban density is a subject of considerable controversy in real planning
situations. On the one hand, considerable evidence from academic and professional
research and analysis indicates major benefits to an urban form with residential and
building densities that are higher than the prevailing, sprawl-oriented norms of many
American cities and suburbs. On the other hand, residents in established
communities are often hostile to efforts to “densify” their neighborhoods. They
often associate this with increased traffic and noise pollution, decreased property
values, and potentially higher rates of crime. These assumptions are often in turn
considered deeply problematic on the part of professional planners and social justice
advocates. Planning interventions in many Sunbelt cities are often crafted to
downplay negative associations with density as much as is possible.
In recent years, the norms of this debate have shifted dramatically as the real
estate sector has noted increasing interest in denser, “urban” residential products
compared to suburban types associated with sprawl. This increased demand is
comprised of younger residents, “empty nester” retirees, and young immigrant
families, among other demographic cohorts. For these groups, the amenity of
suburban private space is becoming less attractive than the urban amenities of
cultural activities, proximity to workplaces, and reduced dependence on automotive
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transportation. These observed changes in residential preference are giving a
commercial justification to development and planning strategies that favor compact,
urbanist growth.
However, the actual case for compact growth is not as black and white as
both supporters and detractors tend to make it. While there are a variety of positive
effects associated with increased density, and certain types of important
infrastructure demand it for deployment, conclusions from research are often mixed.
Scholarship indicates a problematic relationship between density and economic
segregation, for instance, and density alone does not automatically reduce vehicle
trips to as high a degree as many urbanists assume. The measurement of sprawl in
and of itself may be subject to controversy. One study reviewed below notes that a
major report on effects of sprawl used a strange basic measurement: the total
urbanized area of the MSA compared to the area of the counties in which the MSA
was located. This leads to inconsistent comparisons and specious data collection,
since county sizes may differ dramatically region to region.
The studies reviewed address the question of density using a variety of termssprawl, compact growth, residential or total density, units per acre or square mile.
They all reflect the significance of development per unit area as it relates to
economic, ecological, and social effects. The density/sprawl problem also often
includes consideration of the level of compactness of growth- is development
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continuous, or does it “leapfrog” over major swaths, or are towns surrounding a
metropolitan core city relatively compact themselves. These studies are all relevant
to the general question of density’s impact on sustainability in urban form, but more
basic density indicators are considered in the actual scenarios under review. Because
they were each undertaken for specific towns and their core regions, more complex
analysis of total regional density and sprawl is not germane to investigating these
planning projects.
Digital scenario modeling incorporates the factor of residential density
through two basic techniques. First, a scenario’s development typology may include
options for various multifamily residential types, including rental apartments, and
condominiums at different scales. These types may correlate to existing building
types present throughout a community, or they may include a broader range than a
community already possesses. This encourages participants to consider a more
diverse building typology that may be viable in projected local real estate markets.
For instance, though several of the towns in the Sustainable Places Project feature
few townhouses or condominiums in their existing buildout, these options are
including in some of the development types available to users, accompanied by
photographs and descriptions of their characteristics for members of the public to
understand what they are modeling.
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In addition, digital scenario planning uses parametric models that can be
adjusted by the user. In the Envision Tomorrow system, this occurs in the Building
Protoype dynamic spreadsheets. Here, the user can designate the average lot size
and density of a type of building that will be incorporated into a development type.
This allows the incorporation of small lot houses, for instance. The user can also
decide the average square footage of apartments, townhomes, or other pieces of
real estate. The Physical Inputs tab also allows impervious cover allotments, allowing
users to set the yard coverage for single family housing (an important characteristic
for certain density-related impacts, including water use).
A literature review will explore some of the relationships between density in
urban form and economic, ecological, and social sustainability. This will include an
quick review of fiscal impact analysis (FIA) as it is often used to demonstrate
differential impacts between compact and sprawl-oriented development. The
economic impacts of density will be considered in terms of municipal expenditure for
infrastructure provision, though this has some conceptual overlap with ecological,
demand-side sustainability. The ecological impacts of density will focus on its
potential for reduction of basic resource use, including water and energy reductions.
Ecological impacts of density will also include review of the relationship between
compact form and transportation, as this is particularly significant for reducing
automotive fuel use and associated vehicle emissions. Social sustainability will focus
on the impacts associated with equity in denser forms, including basic provision of
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accessible jobs and housing, reduction of automobile dependence, and health
benefits.
Economic Sustainability
When considering the relationship between urban density and economic
sustainability, the most relevant trajectory of research that presents itself is the
extensive body of work analyzing the costs of sprawl. This has grown from the first
major costs of sprawl report published by the Real Estate Research Corporation in
1974, a work of questionable methodology that nevertheless launched one of the
most influential arguments in favor of compact urban form.22 Significant work on the
costs of sprawl comes from both academic and think tank level analysis, as well as
professional and governmental reports utilized to inform long-range comprehensive
planning. Both major categories of investigation utilize similar investigative strategies
to differing degrees.
The general consensus of research is that urban deconcentration is a far
greater fiscal burden on cities and regional governments than compact growth, in
particular because of the inefficiency of provisioning large infrastructure networks
and the potential for reducing these capital improvement costs. It is possible to
service a larger population with a given extent of linear infrastructure (streets, transit
lines, water and wastewater pipes, electrical lines) when that population is living

22

(Real Estate Research Corporation, 1974)
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more densely. While this might require greater capacity of that infrastructure, the
cost is still generally less than building new physical capital. This is particularly the
case for greenfeld development, as redevelopment of built sites may prove costly.
However, even here the new investment in redevelopment infrastructure can often
be integrated into municipal improvement plans for upgrading existing systems.
There is also some evidence that density increases the efficiency of
emergency services for similar reasons. In denser municipalities, providers have
shorter travel distances which can result in faster response times. This can be offset
by congestion increases, however. The sparse research that discusses this question
seems to indicate moderate improvements to service time related to density.
Fiscal Impact Analysis
Fiscal impact analysis (FIA) is the most popular method of costing municipal
services, with the widest use by practicing planners.23 FIA has been used by planners
since the 1930s, but has taken an increasingly prominent role in guiding the form of
new development since the 1970s. Two major causes account for this: the technique
is heavily used by cities, developers, and environmentalist groups for analyzing the
costs of urban sprawl; and decreasing federal support to cities has made

23

(Dekel, 1995)
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municipalities keen to minimize new infrastructure costs by striving to make new
development “pay for itself.”24
When applied to an examination of density, the basic FIA method is similar to
that outlined in the discussion of the mixed land use design concept. Key studies
focus on larger area studies and where land is developed. These utilize scenarios that
focus on concentrating new growth, particularly residential growth, in compact
patterns within a city or region. They compare trend development patterns, typically
sprawl oriented in the US with larger suburban growth deconcentrated from urban
centers, to compact scenarios in which more growth is allocated to infill
redevelopment within a core urbanized area. When utilized in professional practice
for community design and comprehensive planning projects, these studies generally
find cost reductions for compact growth over diffuse development patterns, though
this often is accompanied by scenarios with higher mixed land uses. Research
focused purely on density tends to support this claim, though it is a controversial
domain of investigation.
The fiscal benefits of compact growth come primarily in the form of reduced
costs for infrastructure provision. It is possible to service a larger population with a
given extent of linear infrastructure (streets, transit lines, water and wastewater
pipes, electrical lines) when that population is living more densely. While this might

24
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require greater capacity of that infrastructure, the cost is still generally less than
building new physical capital. This is particularly the case for greenfeld development,
as redevelopment of built sites may prove costly. However, even here the new
investment in redevelopment infrastructure can often be integrated into municipal
improvement plans for upgrading existing systems.
There is also some evidence that density increases the efficiency of
emergency services for similar reasons. In denser municipalities, providers have
shorter travel distances which can result in faster response times. This can be offset
by congestion increases, however. The sparse research that discusses this question
seems to indicate moderate improvements to service time related to density.
The most influential fiscal impact studies have been those led by Robert
Burchell, including the national Costs of Sprawl studies as well as state-level
projects.25 26 Burchell’s model compares two scenarios: an uncontrolled-growth
scenario in which growth in each type of county proceeds as currently anticipated,
and an alternative controlled-growth model characterized by the following features:




25
26

A 20% population shift from undeveloped to developed counties/10% increase
in FAR
Density in undeveloped counties 20% higher than prevailing
25% more units constructed as multifamily or attached single-family than
detached single-family

(Burchell R. W., 2002)
(Burchell R. D., 2005)
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He uses data from every county and economic area to categorize them in terms of
whether or not sprawl is occurring. He uses the following operational definitions for
his categorization.
Therefore, sprawl is taking place in non-urban locations (rural and
undeveloped counties) if either of the following sets of criteria is met:
1. (a) The county’s growth rate is in the upper quartile of the EA’s annual
county household and employment growth rates; (b) the county’s growth
rate exceeds the average annual national county growth rate; and (c) the
county’s absolute level of growth exceeds 40 percent of the average annual
absolute county growth.
or
2. The county’s absolute level of growth exceeds 160 percent of the average
annual absolute county growth.27
The above criteria are used to classify counties as sprawl or nonsprawl for two time
periods, 1980 to 2000 and 2000 to 2025. Based on their sprawl status during these
time periods, counties are then assigned the following sprawl designations:


nonsprawl—counties that do not meet the sprawl criteria during both the
1980 to 2000 period and the 2000 to 2025 period;



sustained sprawl—counties that do meet the sprawl criteria in both time
periods;

27

(Burchell R. W., 2002, p. 3)
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growing sprawl—counties that do not meet the sprawl criteria for the 1980 to
2000 period but do meet the criteria for the 2000 to 2025 period; and



decreasing sprawl—counties that do meet the sprawl criteria for the 1980 to
2000 period but do not meet the criteria for the 2000 to 2025 period. Sprawl
in these counties is decreasing, usually because it has skipped over to another,
more distant county, not because curative measures are in effect.28

This study showed significant infrastructure cost savings nationally. Burchell has also
led studies for states and regions using the same models and analyses. These studies
reaffirm the fiscal prudence of smart growth investment.
Though FIA is widely used in the field, especially traditional average and
marginal costing techniques, it is often assumed to have a level of certainty that is
not appropriate. Edwards notes that no research compares FIA predictions to results
in actual developments. She also draws attention to the considerable possibility for
error that comes in using allocational percentage rules. Because these rules are often
based on secondary indicators or simple characteristics of scale, they no not
necessarily reflect the reality of government expenditure to land uses. They are at
best useful approximations, and regardless of the level of precision expressed by an
FIA model, they should only be considered guides. Often, they are taken as absolutes,
which presents a particular set of problems for public outreach and participation in

28

(Burchell R. W., 2002, p. 3)
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planning processing. Though planning professionals may take FIA results with a grain
of salt, their extensive use in comprehensive planning models suggests significant
potential for false naturalization of findings.
Other Methods
Lieske, Coupal, and Srivastava offer a recent version of econometric analysis
integrated with geospatial coding.29 Adopting and adapting Heikkila's modeling of
public services with production functions30, they develop statistical analyses showing
correlations between dispersed urban form and increased service unit costs. Albany
County, Wyoming, is modeled using a spatial index and area parcel appraisal data.
The analysis breaks the geography into a time series, in which the progressing
clustering or dispersal of new buildings are compared to public safety expenditures
and a cost-of-living index.
They find significant correlation between urban form and public safety
expenditures. As clustering decreases, expenditures increase. They also increase at
an increasing rate. In this case, only the spatial index for residential pattern proved to
be statistically significant; the patterns of other land uses were not significant in this
case.

29
30

(Lieske, 2012)
(Heikkila, 1992)
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Speir et al simulated a model town of single-family homes to determine the
impact of urban form factors on sewer and sewerage length requirements and cost
impacts through a regression analysis.31 They study the effects of lot size, tract
dispersion, and distance to existing water and wastewater service centers. They find
significant positive correlations between lot size and sewerage requirements. This
finding corresponds to what may be intuited: larger lot sizes per dwelling unit imply
longer trunk and lateral lines to service the same population than a more compact
arrangement, as well as a larger load for pumping.
Najafi et al. examined the relationship between lot size/density and
infrastructure cost in developments from eight townships across Michigan. Average
densities ranged from 0.17 to 0.91 acres/lot.32 Authors examined road and sewerage
costs. They find that increases in lot size and decreases in density lead to increased
length and cost per lot. Regression analysis revealed a linear relationship between
these variables and cost. Lengths per unit were found using engineering and planning
specifications for the developments in the case study. Cost multipliers were obtained
from the governmental units of the developments.
For every acre increase in average lot size, the following relationships are
expressed:

31
32

(Speir, 2002)
(Najafi, 2007)
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Table 15: Lot Size and Infrastructure Length/Cost
Infrastructure

Feet per unit

Intercept

Dollars per unit

Intercept

Water lines

43

67

1828

2838

Sewer lines

69

69

1290

1990

These figures show that linear infrastructure length and per unit cost of that
investment increase with residential lot sizes. Increasing size increases the length of
pipe necessary to service each lot, increasing the cost of servicing each home by
thousands of dollars.
Basic response time for emergency services has been positively correlated to
sprawl. As the area of a city increases, the ability of a service provider to reach
patients and victims quickly diminishes. This requires municipalities to incur extra
costs to serve the same population, or to simply accept a lower standard of service
and longer delays. In this case, delays in service provision can translate into injuries,
crimes, and deaths.
Trowbridge, Gurka, and O’Connor analyzed the EMS response times from
43,424 motor vehicle crashes from the 2008 Fatal Analysis Reporting System.33 They
found significant correlation between the degree of sprawl in a county and increased
or delayed response time of EMS responders. Though this line of research should be
more fully developed, this limited empirical analysis seems to support the intuitive

33

(Trowbridge, 2009)
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assumption that the greater travel distances and reduced road network connectivity
associated with sprawl hinder EMS response times.
Ecological Sustainability
Are denser cities more or less ecologically sound than bucolic suburbs and
exurbs, and is increased density reliably correlated with reduced resource demand?
This is a topic of considerable interest in current popular planning literature, as well
as academic research. On the one hand, denser cities entail a smaller developmental
footprint and with it reduced land use requirements. On the other hand, we might
assume that denser cities generate more polluting emissions and consume more
resources from their hinterlands’ ecologies than suburban cities and towns.
Research tends to suggest that denser cities actually create less ecological
disruption than deconcentrated cities. Their overall developmental footprint is
smaller, but also the infrastructural impacts of denser cities create positive
environmental effects.


Denser communities allow greater utilization of transit services, reducing fuel
demands.



Denser communities use less water per capita.



Denser communities use less power per capita, creating less pollution related
to energy production.
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Transportation and Mode Choice
When examining the ecological impacts of the mixed land use design concept,
I argued that this was most clearly reflected in a reduction of resource demand
associated with automotive fuels. Mixed land uses are positively correlated with
reduction of vehicle miles traveled in most studies, and according to many
researchers are the most important factor for this important indicator.
Urban density has similar effects in relation to transportation impacts and
resource demand reduction. Density alone has been positively correlated with travel
mode choice. It has less impact on total vehicle miles traveled, but greater impact on
what technology is used for trips in the first place. Studies generally suggest that
higher densities are associated with more use of transit and walking, and less use of
single-occupancy vehicles. This makes intuitive sense, and has been reflected in the
promotion of transit-oriented residential and employment developments with
moderate to high densities in recent planning practice. Shifting travel mode choice
away from resource-intensive single-occupancy vehicles to walking and public transit
options is another way to reduce overall demand of scarce and environmentally
destructive resources.
Frank and Pivo use a large data set of travel behavior patterns from Puget
Sound between 1989 and 1994 to examine the relationships between urban form and
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transportation mode choice.34 They consider the travel modes of walking, using
transit, and single-occupancy vehicles. They compare census tract level travel data for
travel choices to a set of independent variables related to urban form: population
density, employment density, and land use mix. For this analysis each census tract
was assigned a land use mix value based on an entropy index that reflects the
evenness of distribution around the land use categories of single family housing,
multifamily housing, retail and services, office, entertainment, institutional use, and
industrial/manufacturing. The authors then performed statistical analysis to
determine the relationship and significance between these variables and mode
choices.
They find strong positive correlations between employment and population
density and walking or transit use for work and shopping trips. They find a strong
negative correlation between these densities and single-occupancy vehicle use. This
supports the general claim that density an important factor governing travel mode
choice.
Ewing and Cervero conduct a meta-analysis of 209 studies that relate
characteristics of the built environment to vehicle miles traveled and transportation
mode choice.35 They use the common metric of some sort of travel outcome in
relation to one of the seven "D's"- density, diversity, distance, design, destination,

34
35

(Frank, 1994)
(Ewing R. &., Travel and the built environment: A meta-analysis, 2010)
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demographics, and development scale. From this set of studies they develop
weighted elasticities to determine relative significance of urban form variables in
transportation outcomes.
This study of mixed-use development finds that design variables have
relatively small effects individually, but are more significant in combination. The
elements with the highest impacts are destination accessibility and distance to
downtown. "This variable is a proxy for many Ds, as living in the city core typically
means higher densities in mixed-use settings with good regional accessibility."36 The
next highest impacts come from intersection density and street connectivity. These
factors associated with location efficiency show the greatest connection to VMT
reduction and mode choice. In this meta-analysis, raw density and mixed uses show
little direct effect on VMT and mode choice, but rather are expressed indirectly
through location efficiency.
Water
Water demand is an issue of particular concern in an era dominated by the
ecological challenges of global warming. Much of the United States is expected to
face increased water scarcity problems. Basic provision of potable water is a primary
function of most municipal governments, but many regions are faced with

36

(Ewing R. &., Travel and the built environment: A meta-analysis, 2010, p. 275)
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contradictory pressures to increase water provision while climate change makes this
provision more unstable.
Researchers have studied many variables related to water consumption at the
household level. Households are the largest water consumers in most cities, and
compete with agricultural uses in terms of water demand in general. Characteristics
related to the urban density design concept are key predictors or water demand. This
primarily stems from the high use of outdoor water use in irrigating lawns for singlefamily housing in drier regions. Reducing the proportion of single-family housing
stock compared to multifamily units reduces this household outdoor water demand.
Promoting smaller lot sizes and reducing the average outdoor square footage of
single-family households also similarly offers major reductions in water demand.
Chang, Parandvash, and Shandas offer empirical analysis of the spatial
characteristics of single-family housing that relate to water consumption, based on a
study of water demand in Portland, Oregon.37 They use all single-family billing records
from the Portland Water Bureau for the year 2005. They also use tax-lot data,
combining it with socioeconomic census data at the block group level. Three
regression models (piecewise linear regression, spatial autocorrelation, spatial
regression) are developed to examine relationships between household water use at
the block level and a range of physical and socioeconomic characteristics.

37

(Chang, 2010)
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Their models show strong relationships between building size and water
consumption. For every square meter of increase in average building size, there is an
associated increase of 194 liters per household. This effect is more pronounced in
larger houses; for buildings over 150 m2, every additional square meter is associated
with 899 more liters of water consumption per household. They also find a strong
negative correlation between building density and water consumption. For every unit
increase in density, equivalent to an average additional household per acre, there is
an associated average reduction of water consumption of 34,320 liters per
household. This effect holds for densities below the threshold of four houses per
acre. Above this density threshold water demand is still reduced, but at the more
moderate rate of 2,318 liters per household.
The authors attribute these strong patterns to many factors, including the
tendency for larger homes to have larger outdoor spaces requiring more irrigation.
They also note that older houses are correlated with reduced water demand,
probably because they are also smaller and have been remodeled with waterefficient appliances. Chang, Parandvash, and Shandas argue that the significant
implications of lot and building size and block density on water consumption should
inform water-efficient planning practice.
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Runfola et al. undertake a similar study regarding residential water use in the
suburbs of Boston.38 They examine the water use characteristics of single-family
neighborhoods, comparing demand to a set of physical and socioeconomic
characteristics. Interestingly, they also use this data to project future water demand
through a scenario modeling tool, GEOMOD. This allows them to project demand for
2030 according to a Current Trends scenario and a Smart Growth scenario and
compare them. Factors for water demand in relation to spatial characteristics are
developed using a statistical model. They find that the denser Smart Growth scenario
also generates new water demand less than a third that of the more sprawl-oriented
Current Trends scenario.
The relationship between lot size and total water use can be expanded by
considering the degree to which this relationship is sensitive to climate fluctuations.
There is a strong chance that large portions of the United States will experience
greater extremes of drought as anthropogenic climate change exacerbates over the
coming decades. This is particularly true for the American southwest, home to a
growing set of Sunbelt cities and suburbs. Does the urban density design concept
have any bearing on the resilience of these communities to climate change in terms
of water use?

38

(Runfola, 2013)
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Balling, Gober, and Jones study 230 census tracts in the city of Phoenix,
comparing total water use in these tracts to climactic fluctuations.39 Data is taken
from the city’s Water Services Department and used to develop a time series for
single-family residential water use by month between 1995 and 2004. These series are
then converted to percentages of monthly normal usage rates to eliminate the
strong annual cycle in water use. Monthly precipitation, temperatures, and ratings
according to the Palmer Hydrological Drought Index are used for climate data, and
sociological and demographic data are taken from census analysis. Land coverage
features are determined through geographic imaging. Lot size, household size, and
the presence or absence of pools are considered. These factors are all examined
through statistical analysis to show which increase water use sensitivity to climate.
They find that household size is not significantly related to climate-sensitive
water use; household size drives indoor water use, not outdoor, while outdoor use is
most sensitive to environmental conditions. Many of the characteristics they examine
are correlated to increased sensitivity, including high incomes, the presence of pools,
and water-intensive landscaping. The factor most related to the density concept, lot
size, is also correlated: climate sensitivity increases with average lot size. This remains
true when examining the sensitivity to drought conditions. Larger, single-family lots
not only consume more water per unit, this consumption is also more sensitive to

39
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drought and climate change. This suggests that as warming increases larger lot sizes
compound the sensitivity of residential neighborhoods, increasing aggregate water
use even as it becomes less accessible in general.
A similar study conducted on census blocks in Hillsboro, Oregon, finds similar
results. House-Peters, Pratt, and Chang compare indoor and outdoor water demand
based on demographic and land use factors for this community.40 They similarly take
water use records from the city’s water utility, aggregating them and comparing
them to climate and drought data to determine trends in sensitivity revealed through
statistical correlation. They find that base water use (indoor) is significantly
correlated only to household size, while seasonal use (outdoor) is correlated with the
percent of residents with college degrees (an indirect indicator for higher incomes)
and outdoor area. While most blocks do not show high sensitivity to drought for this
region, the ones that show heightened sensitivity are characterized by newer, larger
houses, higher property values, and higher percentages of well-educated residents.
Further analysis shows that spatial characteristics are more significant indicators of
drought sensitivity for water use than socioeconomic. Even in a water-rich region of
Oregon, larger residential homes and lots are associated with greater water use
sensitivity to climate.

40

(House‐Peters, 2010)
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These studies give evidence to an intuitive argument: larger lots characterized
by large, irrigated lawns are not only heavy water users, their water use may tend to
increase with climate change. This suggests that a clear objective of ecological
sustainability related to the urban density should be the reduction of average singlefamily residential lots, or at least their irrigated lawns, as a simple step towards
reducing total water consumption.
Energy
Ewing and Rang develop a conceptual schema for analyzing the impact of
urban form on household energy demand.41 This includes consideration of
transmission and distribution system losses, differential demand based on housing
type and size, and impacts of the urban heat island effect. They then analyze the
latter two factors using national data sets of heating and cooling demand from the
Energy Information Agency and data on housing characteristics from Census surveys
and datasets. OLS and hierarchical statistical modeling are used to analyze this data
for causal relationships.
They find that single-family households use more energy for heating and
cooling than comparably comprised households in multifamily units, consuming 54%
more energy for space heating and 26% more for space cooling. Larger sized buildings
use more energy than smaller, with 2000 square foot houses on average consuming

41
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16% more heating and 13% more cooling energy than 1000 square foot houses. This
indicates higher average energy savings for compact development over sprawl
patterns. Ewing and Rang note that the average household could be expected to
consume 20% less energy if located in a more compact county (designated here as
one standard deviation above the mean index). This effect can be augmented by the
urban heat island effect, which affects compact communities more severely than
sprawl communities. Nationally on average a household in a compact county
consumes 1.4 million fewer BTUs of energy than a similar household in a sprawl
county because of urban heat island effect and associated reductions in space
heating costs. This trend is not seen in the Sunbelt. However, in all regions across the
nation the savings of compact housing greatly exceed any penalty from urban heat
island effect.
Social Sustainability
A compact city offers multiple advantages in terms of social sustainability.
These can be broken into three major categories:


Smaller, denser detached and attached residential units may
accommodate lower household living costs



Compact development facilitates public transit efficiency and nonautomotive travel mode choice, reducing individual and family costs
for transportation
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Compact neighborhoods may increase the accessibility residents of all
incomes have to retail amenities (groceries, pharmacies, etc.), civic
facilities (parks, community centers, libraries), and work sites.

These benefits are the subject of much research, of which a sample is reviewed
below.
More provocatively, compact urban forms allow for the efficient provision of
infrastructural technologies that realize efficiencies based on economies of density.
These technologies are notable because they function against a political economy of
individuation that places major infrastructure cost burdens on individuals and
households.
For instance, most energy systems in the US are based on a model in which
power is generated in centralized facilities, transmitted into a city through highvoltage wires, and sold as a commodity to individual households and businesses.
There is tremendous waste in this process, primarily in the form of heat lost in the
power generation process, but also in the transmission and transformations of
electricity. District energy systems, however, produce power on-site or in a localized
area and capture waste heat energy for productive work. This reduces the cost
burden for households as well as the ecological demand for fuel. District energy
requires the integration of a compact community, and allows the whole district to
benefit from localized, decentralized power systems.
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Transit systems are another example of technology that is more practicable in
a compact form. Rather than force individuals to be practically dependent on
automotive transportation, transit systems allow the cost burden of travel to be
reduced and socialized. Cost-effective transit services generally depend on at least a
moderate level of urban density, though some European systems operate effectively
in dispersed settings. Density is also correlated to the mode choice shift of public
transit, suggesting that density allows for structural reduction of cost burdens in this
category of infrastructure use. The urban density design concept can be associated
with an array of technological “mode shifts” based on social provision of needs
replacing individualized burdens.
Aurand compares the matched pair of Portland and Seattle to investigate the
effects of three urban design principles on the availability of very low income housing
(defined as housing affordable to residents making below 50% of MFI).42 He evaluates
density, mixed use, and urban containment strategies. Regression analysis of
neighborhood level data (represented by census tracts) determine correlations
between these three smart growth variables and the availability of low income
housing.
Aurand finds that increased density is associated with increased availability of
low-income housing. For every 1% increase in the number of housing units per square

42
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mile, there was an associated 0.38 percent increase in the number of affordable units
compared to a 0.33 percent increase in the availability of all other units. An increase
in the variety of housing unit types is strongly correlated to increased presence of
affordable units. For every 1% increase in the variety of housing types (2000 data)
there is an associated 0.86% increase in the number of affordable rental units,
compared to a 0.14% increase in all other housing units. The mix between residential
and commercial uses does not impact the general number of affordable units, but
increasing this mix seems to increase the proportion of affordable rental units by
reducing the presence of all other units.
Indicator Modeling
Density is addressed through several basic indicators in the Envision
Tomorrow suite. Residential density is calculated by comparing total population
increase or increase in units to developed acres. Basic data reflecting population per
unit of housing is entered based on national or regional data. The Envision Tomorrow
software then compares these values to the total residential area painted in each
scenario. Comparing this to total site area allows for density ratios to be modeled.
The same mechanism is used for employment density. This requires employment
standards per square foot of commercial space, often taken from local studies or
zoning standards. Employment, population, and unit densities are all key statistics for
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analyzing scenario buildouts, and allow users to reconceptualize urban density by
actively participating in its design.
Results from SPP
Scenarios developed by charrettes in the SPP scenarios tended to display
higher densities than trend developments would suggest. Higher residential densities
were not proposed in all cases; however, in most of these lower density areas, actual
buildout density increased, and the density of residential units built increased. They
simply produced more commercial and park space as well. In most cases, the
charrette models developed by stakeholders featured large percentages of
multifamily housing with a diverse typology.
This is not in line with the projected residential buildout following current
trends. Much of the housing in these communities is single family, and much of the
new housing comes in the form of suburban-style, automobile dependent residential
developments. Newer developments often have moderate lot sizes (a third of an
acre or less per home) but residential growth is still primarily in the form of detached
housing.
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Total Developed Acres
This indicator shows the total extent of acres developed in a painted scenario. It also shows the extent to which new
acres are built from vacant land or from infill of the existing urban fabric. This is related to the urban density design
concept. A greater proportion of infill development implies growth more in line with compact community development
than simple greenfield sprawl.
Figure 15

Table 16: Dripping Springs
Developed Acres
Vacant
Infill

Charrette
Scenario

Trend Scenario

167

82%

103

100%

35

18%

0

0%
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Figure 16

Table 17: Elgin
Developed Acres
Vacant
Infill

Charrette
Scenario

Regional
Growth
Scenario

Trend
Scenario

79

88%

102

79%

79%

97%

11

12%

32

21%

21%

3%

Figure 17

Table 18: Hutto
Developed Acres
Vacant
Infill

Charrette
Scenario
644
95%
34
5%

Regional
Growth
Scenario
366
96%
17
4%

Trend
Scenario
456
97%
16
3%
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Figure 18

Table 19: Lockhart
Developed Acres
Vacant
Infill

Charrette
Scenario

Trend
Scenario

248

85%

272

91%

44

15%

28

9%

These development percentages seem to show high levels of development of vacant parcels in all respects, but this is in
large part a function of the sites under consideration. These communities were all identified a sites for future transit
investment, and feature large undeveloped parcels that are anticipated to feature major transit stops. Charrette
participants were asked to envision typologies appropriate to these locations, and for the most part designed compact,
mixed use transit-oriented developments.
It is still notable that charrette scenarios featured higher levels of infill development than trends would suggest.
Participants focused on potential sites within their communities, and described futures for these undeveloped sites
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consonant with their overall town vision. These included parcels with existing buildout that had been identified as viable
redevelopment candidates through stakeholder interview by the planning consultants.
The lower percentages of vacant land development show an interesting effect of ecological sustainability. While
more land is consumed in some charrettes overall, these scenarios include denser populations of residents and/or jobs.
The per capita/per worker consumption of raw land is thus reduced, showing a strong reduction of ecological resources
through the urban density design concept.
Affordability
The affordability indicator show the average sizes and costs for rented and owned units in each scenario. I have
included these indicators with the urban density design concept because in the context of the Envision Tomorrow utility,
they are primarily a function of unit size. They could also be considered an extension of the housing diversity associated
with the mixed land uses concept, but the building design features appear more significant to overall impacts in this
case.
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Table 21: Elgin

Table 20: Dripping Springs
Affordability
Average Rent
Average Rental Size

Charrette
Scenario
866
1,184

Average Home Price
Average Owner Size

186,301
2,137

Trend
Scenario

Affordability
Average Rent
Average Rental
Size
Average Home
Price
Average Owner
Size

0
0
213,434
2,674

Table 22: Hutto
Affordability
Average Rent
Average Rental
Size
Average Home
Price
Average Owner
Size

Charrette
Scenario
924

Charrette
Scenario
897

Regional
Growth
Scenario
952

Trend
Scenario
869

1,193

1,174

1,203

204,894

275,128

287,568

1,798

2,539

2,671

Table 23: Lockhart

Regional
Growth
Scenario
952

Affordability

Trend
Scenario
869

1,183

1,174

1,203

246,444

275,128

287,568

2,234

2,539

2,671

Average Rent
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Charrette
Scenario

Trend
Scenario

867

869

Average Rental Size

1,190

1,203

Average Home Price

188,825

213,101

Average Owner Size

2,164

2,662

Figure 19

Scenarios developed by towns included higher percentages of condominiums and compact single-family homes. This
contributes to smaller overall building footprints. We can see that this has the effect in many cases of reducing the
average prices of housing. Though this impact is really just an effect of model design, it is consistent with an intuitive
assumption that producing smaller homes on smaller lots would allow reduced costs per unit for buyers. This reduces the
financial burden of housing faced by homebuyers, a positive social effect.
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Density
The density indicator calculates the total residential and employment density of scenarios based on the building
types that are featured in painted designs. Density in this case is a simple expression of the urban density concept, and
drives other economic and ecological functions. The comparison of residential and employment density may also serve as
an indicator for the mixed land use design concept.

Table 25: Elgin

Table 24: Dripping Springs
Density
People per Net Acre
Housing Units per Net
Acre
Housing Units per Net
Res. Acre
Jobs per Net Acre
Jobs per Net
Employment Acre

Charrette
Scenario
19.70

Trend
Scenario
15.65

9.34

5.10

13.20
14.63

5.84
3.11

42.06

23.27

Density
People per Net
Acre
Housing Units per
Net Acre
Housing Units per
Net Res. Acre
Jobs per Net Acre
Jobs per Net
Employment Acre
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Regional
Charrette Growth
Trend
Scenario Scenario Scenario
23.67

18.43

17.01

12.63

6.98

5.64

18.25
20.28

7.72
5.70

6.02
2.93

52.35

46.56

42.08

Table 26: Hutto
Density
People per Net
Acre
Housing Units per
Net Acre
Housing Units per
Net Res. Acre
Jobs per Net Acre
Jobs per Net
Employment Acre

Table 27: Lockhart

Charrette
Scenario

Regional
Growth
Scenario

Trend
Scenario

17.15

17.74

17.25

7.54

6.93

5.60

11.04
12.54
43.57
Figure 20

8.30
5.76
32.60

Charrette
Scenario
16.81

Trend
Scenario
12.58

Housing Units per Net
Acre

8.08

4.30

Housing Units per Net
Res. Acre
Jobs per Net Acre

14.13
11.60

6.41
7.65

Jobs per Net
Employment Acre

25.17

23.11

Density
People per Net Acre

5.82
1.84
44.60

Figure 21
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Sustainability

These are key indicators for the analysis of scenario results in Envision Tomorrow. They allow for basic analysis of the
resources used and wastes generated by scenario designs. Estimates are based on national or regional data that relates
building size to energy, water, and waste use and generation ratios. These ratios are based on building area, building
type, or industry type.
Figure 22

Figure 28: Dripping Springs

Sustainability
Energy Use (Million BTU/Yr)
Carbon Emissions (Tons/Yr)
Landscaping Water Use
(G/Day)
Internal Water Consumption
(G/Day)
Waste Water (G/Day)
Solid Waste (lbs/Day)

Charrette
Scenario
87.47
8.13

Trend
Scenario
103.78
9.65

Per
Household
Reductions
15.7%
15.7%

183.50

268.05

31.5%

122.38
182.17
5.26

237.97
329.73
10.38

48.6%
44.8%
49.3%
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Sustainability
Energy Use (Million
BTU/Yr)
Carbon Emissions
(Tons/Yr)
Landscaping Water
Use (G/Day)
Internal Water
Consumption (G/Day)
Waste Water (G/Day)
Solid Waste (lbs/Day)

Sustainability
Energy Use (Million BTU/Yr)
Carbon Emissions (Tons/Yr)
Landscaping Water Use
(G/Day)
Internal Water
Consumption (G/Day)
Waste Water (G/Day)
Solid Waste (lbs/Day)

Table 29: Elgin
Regional
Charrette Growth
Scenario Scenario

Figure 23
Trend
Scenario

Per
Household
Reductions

83.27

96.58

102.93

6.2%

7.74

8.98

9.57

6.2%

150.78

234.83

262.84

10.7%

92.14
186.34
231.98
143.55
263.63
322.14
3.91
8.09
10.11
Table 30: Hutto
Regional
Charrette
Growth
Trend
Scenario
Scenario Scenario
89.98
95.04
103.97
8.37
8.84
9.67

19.7%
18.2%
19.9%

Figure 24
Per
Household
Reductions
8.6%
8.6%

192.06

218.75

270.18

19.0%

139.67
204.20
6.02

175.82
250.53
7.62

239.31
331.48
10.44

26.5%
24.4%
27.0%
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Figure 25

Table 31: Lockhart

Sustainability
Energy Use (Million
BTU/Yr)
Carbon Emissions
(Tons/Yr)
Landscaping Water Use
(G/Day)
Internal Water
Consumption (G/Day)

Charrette
Scenario

Trend
Scenario

Per
Household
Reductions

86.44

101.23

14.6%

8.04

9.41

14.6%

173.29

252.34

31.3%

115.53

220.15

47.5%

Waste Water (G/Day)

173.88

307.21

43.4%

Solid Waste (lbs/Day)

4.94

9.58

48.4%

These charts focus on the per household figures for energy and water use and carbon and waste production, though the
indicator includes per worker estimates as well. Household figures seem more significant for considering ecological
impacts of urban design.
In all cases, charrette scenarios show better performance than trends in terms of ecological factors of resources
consumption. This is most pronounced in terms of water use, where in several cases landscaping water use is reduced by
over 30% and internal water consumption is reduced by almost half. This indicator was not highlighted in most of the
town planning processes, but concern over water use arose in the course of stakeholder interviews and is a common
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concern in central Texas communities. The drastic reduction of water use is consistent with smaller residential unit sizes
and denser units and parcels, with higher rates of multifamily and small-lot housing in charrette models. Here the
potential ecological impacts of the urban density concept are most pronounced.
The charrettes also show lower rates of energy use and carbon production (in modeling pegged to energy use
overall), ranging from 6-16%. Smaller unit sizes and greater prevalence of attached residential units account for these
savings, which are consistent with general research on household energy use. Solid waste reduction per unit is also
dramatic, ranging from approximately 20% to almost 50%. These reductions reduce the costs of solid waste processing
and disposal for communities, and make more environmentally appropriate processing (recycling, composting) more
feasible.
Walk Transit Friendliness
This indicator assigns a rating of walk and transit “friendliness” to scenarios based on their buildout form, density,
and uses. The rating is between 0 and 1, with higher ratios being more “friendly.” It provides ratings for both residences
and jobs.
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Table 32: Dripping
Springs
Walk and
Transit
Friendliness
New Housing
New Jobs

Table 33: Elgin
Walk and
Transit
Friendliness
New Housing
New Jobs

Charrette
Trend
Scenario Scenario
0.37
0.02
0.40
0.38

Table 34: Hutto
Walk and
Transit
Friendliness
New Housing
New Jobs

Regional
Charrette Growth
Trend
Scenario Scenario Scenario
0.43
0.17
0.03
0.42
0.46
0.34

Table 35: Lockhart

Regional
Charrette Growth
Trend
Scenario Scenario Scenario
0.30
0.02
0.19
0.35
0.28
0.32

Walk and
Transit
Friendliness
New Housing
New Jobs
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Charrette
Trend
Scenario Scenario
0.37
0.06
0.33
0.20

Figure 26

The charrette designs all show higher ratings than trend buildouts, indicating greater accommodation of walking and
transit based trips. This mode shift potential is a strong ecological effect of urban density (and other factors) that allows
for long-term reduction of automotive use and fuel consumption.
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Green Space
Background
The maintenance and provision of green space is vital to city life, and the
recognition of this fact has been a core component of city planning of the past
century. The provision of open space has long been associated with health,
recreational, and social activities that moderate the pollution and crowding of cities
while providing aesthetic enrichment for residents. While this traditional
understanding has been its limitations, more recent research has focused on the
concrete benefits green spaces offer to an urban environment. These benefits
include substantial provision of ecosystem services, including storm water
management, reduction of energy costs, and air purification. A wide literature has
developed that attempts to quantify the economic and ecological impacts of parks
and trees in the urban environment. The influence of this discourse has been
substantial, driving major policy programs for cities such as Chicago and Los Angeles
who are concerned with air quality, carbon sequestration, and reduction of the urban
heat island effect. The use of green infrastructure, green spaces tailored to perform
water treatment and other ecosystem services, is becoming a common feature of
planning practice.
Green space taken as a design concept can be applied at all levels of the build
environment. Buildings and development sites can use rooftop and landscaping
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space for green infrastructure that performs ecological benefits, or they can focus on
minimizing outdoor water use through xeriscaping or water efficient plantings in lowprecipitation regions. Cities can integrate these principles into their infrastructure
designs by incorporating green infrastructure into transportation rights-of-way,
mandating or incentivizing its use in new construction or redevelopment of large
sites, and incorporating it into storm water and potable water planning and
programming. Cities can also use these greening principles to generate more positive
impacts from city parks and open space. The practical, quantitative values offered by
open spaces as ecosystem services offer new ways to argue for and shape design of
traditional open space amenities.
Much of the body of technique that can be used to operationalize the
greening design concept falls under the category of low-impact development. Lowimpact development (LID) strategies attempt to reduce the end-of-pipe
requirements for water and storm water treatment and replace them with systems
of on-site treatment technologies and practices. These are designed to mimic the
natural hydrological cycle as much as possible, restoring or augmenting the retention
and treatment available in a pre-developed landscape. The EPA designates six general
categories for low-impact development.
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Conservation design: Reducing runoff by retaining open and undeveloped
space and minimizing site disturbance. Developing rural residences in clusters
to preserve undisturbed green space is an example of this technique.



Infiltration practices: Engineered or landscaped structures capture and
infiltrate storm water. This includes the use of porous pavements, rain
gardens, and infiltration trenches.



Runoff storage practices: Capturing rain water for use on site



Runoff conveyance practices



Filtration practices



Low impact landscaping: Using intentional landscaping to maximize resilience
to drought and promoting more intensive plant growth allows more
possibility for water capture and treatment.

For the green space design concept, elements of economic, ecological, and social
sustainability show strong overlap. The positive budgetary impacts of green space
are often generated by the savings in resource use it can generate. The review of
economic sustainability here will focus on the comparative costs of green
infrastructure and comparable infrastructure for storm water management and
water processing. It will also discuss the basic amenity value of green space that
generates higher real estate price in residential districts. The ecological sustainability
review will focus on the use of green space to reduce the level of water and energy
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used per capita in a municipality, and other benefits it offers in terms of mitigating air
pollution. This will be followed by a review of the elements of Envision Tomorrow
that have been developed to analyze green space and green infrastructure.
Unfortunately, for the most part these elements have not been deployed in analysis
of the Sustainable Places Project sites. Some sites feature these results in their
official reports, and these will be discussed in the results section.
Economic Sustainability
Frederick Law Omsted, the great planner of municipal parks in America,
developed the idea that green spaces should be seen as primary drivers of a city’s
economic prosperity. Managed green spaces contribute significant aesthetic value to
urban space, and this aesthetic value translates into property and economic value
over time43. Green space is one of the few infrastructural technology investments
cities can make that, when properly managed, increased their basic value naturally
over time. Omsted used these insights to ground original and radical ideas about
ecological economics.
His observations have two core justifications: economic value attributable to
aesthetic and amenity value of green space based on close location of parkland,
called the “proximate principle”; and relatively low capital and maintenance costs of
core green infrastructure. Both of these justifications find considerable support in

43

(Crompton, 2005, p. 203)
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research on the impacts of parks, natural spaces, and the green infrastructure used in
low-impact development.
Economic Benefits of Parks and Green Space
Research indicates that parks and other green spaces carry amenity value that
is a net boost to local property values. This in turn benefits real estate owners as well
as cities reliant upon property taxes for their revenues. Research also indicates that
the amenity value of trees alone is considerable across American markets, a factor
encouraging the growth of street tree and tree preservation ordinances.
Dr. Crompton at Texas A&M has contributed significant research towards
quantifying the value of different sizes and types of parks. In one major paper, he
reviews an array of studies on residential valuation and park proximity in the US over
twenty years44. These studies vary widely in context, but he finds it reasonable to
suggest a general increase of 20% of residential property values for parcels adjacent
to parks. The studies he reviews tend towards a consensus of meaningful effects up
to 500-600 feet of a park; for larger community-serving parks, this distance increases,
but still drops significantly around 600 feet. He analyzes property values in proximity
of parkland, and uses these analyses to determine a distance-decay function value to
parkland.

44

(Crompton, 2005, p. 216)
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LID vs. Conventional Infrastructure Costs
Several studies have focused on the economic implications of green
infrastructure for storm water capture and treatment. This can be difficult to
measure, as water management designs are tailored to sites and local environmental
regulations. They are also often integrated into other aspects of site design, fulfilling
multiple roles in landscaping or rooftop material. They find that in general, green
infrastructure has comparable or lower costs than conventional capture systems.
Because green infrastructure retains water in ecological systems and often
eliminates it through evapotranspiration, savings can occur through reduced storm
water piping and processing plant costs.45 This is especially important in cities and
towns with combined sewer/storm water systems. Even in cities with separate
systems, this water capture reduces the volume of on-site processing necessary to
water released into an area watershed. The maintenance costs of green
infrastructure systems also are comparable to or less than conventional water
infrastructure, especially if deployed through normal landscaping operations in a lowimpact development framework.
Dietz examines a set of studies to compare the efficacy of low-impact
development at treating storm water pollution46. These generally show different

45
46

(Environmental Protection Agency, 2007)
(Dietz, 2007)
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levels of impact depending on the type of mitigation technology deployed.
Bioretention and porous pavement technologies tend to show high levels of
treatment and soil infiltration. Green roofs can be very effective at retaining storm
water, but they often show high levels of phosphorus and nitrogen pollution from
released water.
Ecological Sustainability
The greening design concept offers tremendous benefits in terms of reducing the
amount of water that must be processed through centralized treatment systems by a
municipality or other provider. The entire urban residential and commercial water
cycle can be affected by low-impact design and green infrastructure technologies.


Potable water demand can be reduced by using landscaping that requires
little or no irrigation.



The volume of waste water that must be processed by centralized facilities
can be reduced by using greywater for green infrastructure installations in
green roofs, landscaping features, or irrigation for food or materials
production.



Low-impact design can be used to mold rain gardens, bioretention facilities,
and bioswales so that developed land has a hydrological profile that more
closely mirrors predevelopment patterns, allowing storm water to be retained
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and filtered on-site and held in soil rather than immediately channeled out of a
region.
These impacts have been well-documented by researchers and professional
organizations; a brief review of guides and research will show these positive impacts.
Utilizing rain water in site irrigation reduces the volume of total water
consumed on a parcel, and this can have considerable economic effects at the
municipal level. Outdoor water use often constitutes 20% of total water demand in a
single-family residential area; in drier regions the watering of lawns and green space
may approach or exceed half of total water demand in summer months. It is these
very regions that are most vulnerable to water shortages during summer months, so
water demand reduction can be a disproportionate benefit to city budgets.
The textbook Cost Estimating Manual for Water Treatment Facilities offers
general guidance on the cost of water treatment infrastructure, based on a wide
study of actual facilities built between 1990 and 2005.47 This can be used to
demonstrate the significance of outdoor water use reductions in a Sunbelt city such
as Austin, Texas. The manual takes extensive construction and operations cost
studies of built water treatment facilities to derive basic pre-construction cost
estimating formulas. A conventional two-stage filtration plant capable of treating 100
MGD has capital costs described by the formula y=7.4222x0.6139, and costs

47

(Kawamura, 2008)
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approximately $125 million. The city of Austin uses approximately five billion gallons
of water for outdoor uses annually, which is 31% of total water used.48 The daily peak
usage in 2011 reached 220MGD, implying 68MGD for outdoor use.49 Eliminating
outdoor water use entirely and relying on xeriscaping, low-impact, and green
infrastructure techniques would eliminate this volume, enough to offset $99 million
dollars’ worth of water treatment plant. This is not necessarily a realistic policy goal,
but it illustrates the clear potential for water reduction implicit in xeriscaping.
A five year study based in the Las Vegas Valley investigates the potential for
water savings in xeriscaping.50 It compares three residential groups, including a
xeriscaped group with 472 participating households, a group of 253 properties with
turf-grass landscaping, and a comparison group of 668 random properties. The study
finds significant reductions of household water use for xeriscaped households over
the observation period, up to a 30% decrease in total water used annually.
Social Sustainability
Green space can be considered in terms of social equity in a variety of ways.
Conventional planning practice posit green and open space as an amenity to be
distributed equitably across a city, with particular concern to giving sufficient green
space to disadvantaged communities. While single-family homes often have green

48

(Hermitte & Mace, 2012, p. 12)
(Austin Water Utility, 2013)
50
(Sovocool, Morgan, & Bennett, 2006)
49
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space in the form of private landscaping, publicly provided green space can increase
open space access to residents of multifamily units, in particular residents of lowmoderate income serving apartment complexes. Many studies indicate significantly
reduced access to green space and public parks for low-income neighborhoods and
communities of color across the United States, highlighting the equity concerns of
this issue.51
Green infrastructure and low-impact design generate cost savings for users.
This comes in the form of landscaping and private sector infrastructure costs, as well
as reduced needs for outdoor (and potentially indoor) water use. Green roofs and
street trees, as noted earlier, also reduce household energy demands. These factors
all can contribute to reduced operational costs for residential buildings. Apartments
can benefit from reduced energy and landscaping costs, while single-family homes
can significantly reduce household water and energy costs.
Indicator Modeling
The current analytic tool in Envision Tomorrow features an amenity engine
that allows the user to determine general levels of access to a variety of amenities in
scenario buildouts. This allows for quantification of the access residents have to
different amenities, including parkland. This is a useful tool for approaching the goal
of social sustainability; it allows planners to model egalitarian access to public

51

(Moore L. V., 2008)
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amenities and parklands instead of simply responding to the political pressure of
often economically privileged residents. This is a useful function for considering social
sustainability in the context of scenario planning.
The added value of parkland and other amenities cannot be calculated
automatically in the current version of Envision Tomorrow. It is possible to use
standard ArcGIS techniques to define a buffer region around parkland, corresponding
to the distance function described by Crompton (a 20% increase in property values
within 600 feet of a park). This allows the user to identify park-adjacent parcels in a
scenario and add 20% to their total value. The user can then manually compare this
additional property value to the effective property tax rate determined by the Fiscal
Impact utility, and determine how much additional tax should be generated.
To be more rigorous, the user may compare this tax value to the total tax
value that would have been added to the municipality if this parkland were
developed into a land use conforming to the predominant neighborhood built
pattern. Because parks are often developed in residential areas and because singlefamily neighborhoods often generate more expenses than they produce in property
taxes, parks may perform well in such a comparison.
The Green Infrastructure utility was developed as part of the SPP process,
with primary use for the Austin downtown site. I developed part of its core
estimation model. It offers the most potential for rigorous expansion of Envision
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Tomorrow’s green space benefits analysis, and so I will discuss its operation in some
depth.
Envision Tomorrow’s Prototype Builder allows the user to develop a physical
and financial pro forma for each type of building within a broad building typology.
The user provides basic building characteristics such as size, number of stories,
parking requirements, use, and percentage of landscaping in a site. She also provides
information about building costs and revenue streams, including construction cost
per square foot or rental rates per square foot. More detailed financial information
can be integrated to develop a fairly refined pro forma for the site.
The Green Infrastructure Utility uses these fields to anchor estimates relevant
to deploying best management practices for storm water management. The
following BMPs can be included in site design: green roofs; green roofs with attached
cisterns; biofiltration systems; rain gardens; and rainwater harvesting.
Fields for each type of green infrastructure include basic criteria necessary for
sizing and capacity. Green roofs and rainwater harvesting systems are estimated in
terms of percentage of building footprint they cover. Biofiltration and rain gardens
are limited by their spatial percentage of total landscaping. All systems also include
parameters for depth of medium and efficiency of water retention.
The utility includes a set of fields relating to sedimentation-sand filters. These
are more conventional storm water management technologies, and function as the
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default storm water management technology that must be included in a site if green
infrastructure technologies do not meet necessary water capture volumes. The utility
assumes any water not captured by green infrastructure systems is captured by an
appropriately sized sedimentation-sand filter.
The utility calculates how much water can be retained by each system. These
are aggregated and compared against a total water quality capture volume, which
can be adjusted based on local requirements. The utility also calculates the cost of
each system based on a price per gallon function.
The Goal-seek function in Excel allows the user to optimize their system based
upon particular constraints. For example, if they want to provide all their require
storm water capture volume through rain gardens, they can use the Goal-seek
function to provide the percentage of landscaping used by rain gardens necessary for
The utility also estimates water quality impacts based on specific runoff
pollutant targets. Pollutant load from site runoff is calculated using the Simple
Method.52 The Simple Method formula is as follows:
Load= 0.226*Pollution Concentration(C)*Runoff (R)*Total Acreage (A)
For bacteria, the conversion constant of 0.226 is replaced with 103.

52

(NYDEC, 2013)
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Pollution concentrations are based on empirical studies at the national scale.
Pollution concentrations differ based on type of pollutant and type of land use. For
calculation purposes, the utility categorizes areas by land use (residential,
commercial, or industrial) and by structure type (building rooftop, parking, or
landscaping). Runoff is calculated by multiplying the annual rainfall by the
percentage of rainfall events that produce runoff (defaulted to 0.9)
For each building, the area of each type of structure is multiplied by its
appropriate pollutant concentration constant, and by site runoff. This yields the
pollutant load for each type of structure on a site. These loads are then summed to
show the total pollutant load of all structures on the site.
To determine the impact of green infrastructure on pollutant loads, another
set of calculations determines the pollutant load of water retained and treated in the
systems designed for the site. These calculations are linked to the system sizing
found in the top panel. We assume that green roofs only capture and treat the water
that falls on their surface area. We assume that all other runoff, from landscaping,
parking, and remaining roof structure, flows into a biofiltration system, rain gardens,
or a sedimentation/sand filter. The pollutant load from all of these sources is
calculated and summed. Each type of water treatment system is apportioned a
fraction of this total runoff based on its fraction of total water quality volume.
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Each BMP has an associated rate of pollutant treatment efficiency. This is
gathered from a survey of academic and professional literature. For several BMPs,
data is too inconsistent for modeling purposes. This applies especially to green roofs.
Though they consistently show high retention of metals, for other pollutants the
pollutant reduction efficiency varies significantly study by study. Relevant factors
include the age of the system, what soil or soilless medium is used, and what
vegetation is chosen. Several studies show very high rates of pollutant treatment for
proprietary soil media specifically designed for green roofs. However, these are not
included as defaults for soil treatment efficiency.
Once the total pollutant load treated by the BMP is known, it is compared to
the pollutant load of the entire site, yielding the pollutant load offset by green
infrastructure and/or the sedimentation/sand filter.
This overview illustrates the analytic potential offered by the Envision Tool. If
used throughout a design process, the Green Infrastructure utility allows a user to
integrate particular water system technologies into site and district planning, and
find concrete impacts in terms of storm water volume, pollutant treatment potential,
and water harvesting capacity.
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Results from SPP
While the green infrastructure utility described above was not used in the
modeling of SPP town sites, other measures related to greening were considered for
some towns.
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Street Tree Ecosystem Services
This indicator uses the i-Tree metrics for calculating the ecosystem services values of different scenarios. The
value of trees is calculated using local sampling of street trees. Valuation takes into consideration savings from energy,
CO2 emissions, air quality improvements, and storm water absorption, and adds them to the increased property values
associated with the aesthetics of trees. This system is integrated into Envision Tomorrow by associating different levels
of street tree development with different development types. The following values are service benefit costs associated
with final planning scenarios.
Figure 27

Table 36: Street Tree Ecosystem Services
Preferred
Scenario 1

Preferred
Scenario 2

Trend
Scenario

Difference

Dripping Springs

97,644

108,621

67,335

61%

Elgin

43,209

31,692

36%

For the two towns in which ecosystem services were calculated and released with other indicators, the preferred
scenario showed much higher ecosystem service values indicative of more street tree development in general. This
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increased public green space is associated with 36-61% increases in savings and property value increases relative to trend
developments.
Parks for Everyone
This indicator was only publicly used for the final scenarios offered in the Dripping Springs planning process. It
refers to the percentage of new housing units that are located within a quarter-mile of a public park. This indicator is a
valuable tool for illustrating the equity of green space access within a community design, and though it is not yet
incorporated directly into Envision Tomorrow it shows the potential for further green space- residential analysis.

Table 37: Parks for Everyone
Total New Housing Units
Within Walking Distance of Public Park
% Within Walking Distance

Preferred
Scenario 1
1,511
1,413
93.5%
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Preferred
Trend
Scenario 2 Scenario
1,538
1,138
1,508
146
98.0%
12.8%

Difference
400
1362
85%

Figure 28

In this example, the planned scenario options both exceed the performance of trend developments. Scenario 2 has 85%
more new housing units within a quarter mile of a public park than the trend. This implies high green space equity
achieved through participatory design.
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Conclusions
This overview of Envision Tomorrow indicators has focused on establishing
their relevance to sustainable design concepts. I have tried to give them basic
grounding in academic and professional literature to show their significance in this
light, and focused on the technical basis of several indicators to illustrate the analytic
structure through which these sustainability metrics are generated in the course of
designing a community planning scenario. This is meant to suggest both the
strengths and limitations of this technology for generating useful data for scenario
modeling. Finally, I have shown and discussed the results generated by this software
in the context of the Sustainable Places Project for the towns of Dripping Springs,
Elgin, Hutto, and Lockhart.
In most cases, the scenarios developed by charrette participants appear to be
far more “sustainable” than real estate trends would suggest. For the categorical
design concepts of mixed land uses, urban density, and green space, town modeling
produces better results in terms of economic, ecological, and social sustainability
according to the metrics considered. Why is this the case? The following chapters
focus on critical analysis and interviews with stakeholder participants to investigate
how these more sustainable models were generated, and how charrette participants
engaged with and made meaning from the analytic tool and its indicators.
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Critical Considerations
The scenarios developed by community residents in the Sustainable Places
Project exhibited general urban form that differed significantly from the current
town development patterns. They also differed significantly from the trend model
that extrapolated existing patterns of urban form and expanded them to account for
projected population growth. These scenarios feature a more diverse building
typology, including several multifamily types and retail more oriented to walkable,
dense communities than commercial strips.
At the same time, actual planning charrettes featured little in the way of direct
guidance from event coordinators or planning facilitators. Facilitators were passive
and responsive to the demands of community members involved in the charrettes.
Particular parcels became the subject of debate in many occasions, but overall the
layout reflected broad agreements between participants at each table.
The final models derived from charrette designs were voted upon by
community members and stakeholders, adding another level of feedback. Final
models still tended towards being mixed-use, moderately dense, and full of green
space. Indeed, many designs seemed as though they came from a new urbanist
textbook rather than a participatory design process in small Texas towns.
How was this possible? Did the process spontaneously generate these strong
scenarios because a representative sample of residents really desired them? It is quite
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possible that the current market does not reflect the actual desire of a reflective
community; there is a difference between the choices made by an uncoordinated
market dominated by large institutional builders and the choices that might be made
by a town planning for its own long-term health and happiness. Indeed, this is a
fundamental premise implicit to community planning exercises, and crucial to its own
legitimacy as a public enterprise.
Still, things are not necessarily that clear. For instance, in a public planning
process there is an assumption that participants should broadly reflect the
demographic composition of their communities. This is both a matter of fairness and
of practicality; a community model that expresses only the desires of some of its
members may likely be rejected by the rest during implementation or cause
tremendous political strife. Even worse, it may simply reflect and entrench structural
inequalities already present in a community, a deep danger in planning efforts in
small Texas communities with clear disequilibriums in social and economic power
between residents.
In the case of the Sustainable Places Project, observation and interview
suggest that the participants in town charrettes did not reflect the demographics of
their communities adequately. Participants were overwhelmingly caucasian. While
the host towns feature large caucasian populations, they are by no means
monolithic, and most have significant Latino and Hispanic populations. While there is
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no explicit data available to assert this, the observations of participants and
volunteers suggest a gross disproportionality in terms of demographic
representation.
Several charrettes were subject to vocal opposition from residents. Much of
this came in the form of residents opposed to what they perceived to be a broad antirural governmental conspiracy called “Agenda 21.” Generally considered a fringe
movement among political conservatives, these individuals believe that that
community planning is part of a global imperative to urbanize populations and
depopulate rural areas. Their origins lay in backlashes to environmental planning in
the American West over the last several decades, but they have gained greater
prominence in recent years along with other extremely conservative groups.
While planners in the SPP process attempted to include these groups in
modeling, they were generally hostile and at several times disruptive. They passed
out antagonistic literature arguing the connection between the Sustainable Places
Project and this global conspiracy, and their behavior at early events led to the
enlistment of security services.
These hostilities do not indicate universal community opposition to the
compact development models developed in SPP, but they do imply a more complex
local narrative about development than the models suggest. How should we read
this narrative, and what is the relationship between popular participation here and
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the use of a technological framing system like Envision Tomorrow? The work of
Bruno Latour offers guidance in thinking through the relationship between
technological systems and democratic politics and policy formation. Some of his basic
concepts will help anchor a critical analysis of the Envision Tomorrow technology as
deployed in the Sustainable Places project.
Latour
Bruno Latour is one of the leading theorists in Science and Technology
Studies. His sociological investigations of seminal scientific discoveries helped create
the field, and some of his more recent work offers a set of critical tools for evaluating
the generation and use of scientific and technical knowledge as it relates to
interactions between social and natural forces. Surprisingly, though it has been used
effectively in many ecologically-oriented professions and disciplines, Latour’s work is
not often considered in light of comprehensive town and city planning. This is
surprising because of great similarity between Latour’s reform-minded prescriptions
and the actual work of developing comprehensive plans.
Latour’s book The Politics of Nature is a useful reference.53 In this text Latour
focuses on the dichotomy between scientific objectivity and social construction as
intellectual paradigms, and finds both wanting. They both rest upon a conceptual
frame in which “Nature”” exists as a distinct, holistic category separate from human

53

(Latour, 2009)
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life and society. In the paradigmatic ideal of scientific objectivity, “Nature” is a
mysterious realm to be investigated, mapped, and represented by scientists and
technical experts. In the ideal of social construction, claims about “Nature” are
fundamentally conditioned by human social convention and perspective, and can
only be understood through sociological or psychological analysis. In both cases, the
presumed separation between Nature and Society implies and requires the
valorization of an elite cadre of intellectuals who have the proper training to
represent Nature to Society or Society to itself. Beginning the analytic frame with this
strong nature/society dichotomy functions to elevate and regulate the production of
technical knowledge in a profoundly undemocratic way.
Instead, Latour proposes that we simply abandon the dichotomy between
Nature and Society as specious. In the absence of this dualism, the role of technical
experts changes drastically. Instead of functioning as enlightened mediators
between Society and Nature, using ideals of abstract reason to unearth hidden
truths, experts function as technical craftspeople to help cultivate fruitful
engagements between democratic participants of a collective of beings. These
include both human and nonhuman actors. Ecologists and environmentally-engaged
professionals work to allow nonhuman entities- trees, wildlife, ecosystems- to
“speak” in a process of engagement that is deeply political. Instead of Society
detached from Nature and mediated by a truth-giving scientific caste, we have a
“parliament of things,” encompassing a range of nonhuman actors along with
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individuals, groups of people, businesses and institutions. All of them determine
appropriate action in concrete situations through the messy business of weighing
and balancing political demands, and return to the negotiation table when situations
change.
Professionals here utilize technologies to “translate” scientific and empirical
claims between different groups of participants. For Latour, “translation” refers to
more than semantic negotiation. In Latour’s schema, all entities in the world are
defined by their particular, historically-rooted relationships to other entities. Because
of this all entities are singular events, irreducible from themselves. These entities
interact in networks through continuous mediation and development of alliances.
The “strength” of an actant in a network is determined by the robustness and
breadth of its system of alliances bound through continuous mediation. Graham
Harman discusses translation using examples from philosophy:
Deductions too are transformed one step at a time through different layers of
concepts, adjusting themselves to local conditions at each step, deciding at
each step where the force of the deduction lies, and where possible variations
can be addressed or ignored. No layer of the world is a transparent
intermediary, since each is a medium: or in Latour’s preferred term, a
mediator. A mediator is not some sycophantic eunuch fanning its masters
with palm-leaves, but always does new work of its own to shape the
translation of forces from one point of reality to the next… Mediators speak,
and other mediators resist.54

54

(Harman, 2009, p. 15)
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In the context of the Sustainable Places Project, Envision Tomorrow and its
deployment through participatory charrettes functions as a technological translation
managed by a set of professionals and administrators. This suggests the importance
of critical analysis of charrette results, especially because they diverge so strongly
from predicted trends. The experts participating in this design process occupy
positions with particular values and interests, and do not simply offer residents
detached training in using a piece of technology that operates clearly and
transparently. Standards of urban design best practice held by regional professional
and experts are reflected in the scenario planning results to a substantial degree. This
draws out the importance of critically examining the meaning community
participants make of the mediated complex of technology and experts that
translates data about environmental conditions, physical constraints, and urban
design standards to a participatory social body.
Critiquing Scenario Planning
There is something troubling about using software packages with simple
formulas in participatory planning exercises. The strong focus on public participation
in planning arose in part from the technocratic excesses of an earlier administrative
regime, and the role urban planning played in creating the conditions of rebellion in
American cities in the 1960s and 1970s. Community workshops and participatory
planning charrettes are meant to offer residents and community members’ greater
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empowerment in crafting their shared visions for the future. Good planning practice
assumes that there is tremendous practical benefit to promoting high levels of
participation among stakeholders as well; the more stakeholders are able to
participate in the development of a long-range plan, the more they will embrace its
implementation and the less they will resist it.
Bringing scenario software based on general indicators adds nuance and
feedback to this process, which can enrich a community's appreciation of its work
while allowing it to make more informed decisions based in historical trends and
empirical research. This time of metrics-based scenario planning can enable such a
process. However, it may also encourage the illusion of informed process. If
participants are ill-informed of the limitations of scenario planning or the
assumptions informing the metrics they see played out before them, this technology
can obfuscate as easily as enlighten. Residents may be led to simply assume the
naturalness of the technology and its analysis, regardless of the ambiguities present
in its formation.
When is participation in planning an empowering practice? When does it
function to more effectively naturalize complex and questionable techniques? If
participants in a community planning charrette do not know the limitations of the
methods they are being asked to deploy, then their participation may simply
encourage them to accept a set of outcomes presented to them as true and
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scientific, when in fact they are contestable, subject to interpretation, and full of
assumption and ambiguity.
These questions deal with the basic experience participants have of a
technological process and the meaning they make of that process. They cannot be
answered by examining the results of the design process. Instead, I use qualitative
interview to explore the degree to which charrette participants might have engaged
in a process of iterative, social learning. Do they find the process empowering? Do
they consider the results an accurate reflection of their shared desires for community
development? Does the use of scenario indicators give them greater insight as to the
meaning of sustainable development in their communities? Interviews described in
the next chapter suggest that the answers to these questions are at best
indeterminate, and at worst negative.
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Interviews
The Sustainable Places Project relied upon the use of unorthodox techniques
and computer modeling to impact public dialog about long-term comprehensive
planning. The process was a complex, involved many steps, and occurred in a short
timeframe relative to similar efforts. Many participants contracted to the project felt
that the community exercises were rushed and poorly-informed, and that the
outreach efforts did not yield a sufficiently representative pool of community
members. There is concern that this hindered the planning effort, and that residents
made land use and building typology choices without proper preparation. Were these
models simply populist in their origination, uncritically expressing a collection of
private preferences of community members without serious internal dialog or
conflict? Or did these models reflect the considered, pragmatic desires of residents
well-versed in the infrastructural and development framework of their home?
To get at this question, I interviewed a set of stakeholders who participated in
the charrettes. While there were many public events in the Sustainable Places
Project, I focused on residents’ experience of the mapping charrette exercise that
utilized the Envision Tomorrow framework. I was specifically interested in the degree
to which this software and its analytic tools informed the process for residents, and
the quality of that information as far as the residents were concerned. I interviewed
stakeholders who had been identified by city planners for this process itself. This was
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in large part a practical consideration: because the process was a contentious and
politically controversial one, I hoped to limit interviews to individuals who I thought
would be receptive to interview. I did not want my interviews to further public
controversy, and felt that officially-designated stakeholders would be the most
receptive to interview for this purpose. I also felt that because they had the most
experience as public participants in the SPP process, they would be able to reflect on
the experience as a whole and reflect upon the use of Envision Tomorrow within it.
I also interviewed participants who stakeholders had invited, referred to as
“stakeholder-plus” groups by planners. These proved to be just as informative as
stakeholder interviews themselves, particularly in the case of Lockhart.
To contact potential interview subjects, I acquired the stakeholder and
stakeholder-plus email lists for the towns of Dripping Springs, Elgin, Hutto, and
Lockhart from officials at CAPCOG. I emailed these individuals explaining the essence
of the project and requesting phone interviews. After an initial email request, I sent
another set of more tailored requests. Because my research focused on the
effectiveness of a technology, I was not required to have subjects complete IRB
paperwork. Because of scheduling and logistical difficulties phone interviews seemed
the most appropriate method.
Each interview followed a loose template of questions, though my primary
effort was to encourage respondents to speak freely about their experiences with
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the Envision Tomorrow tool as it was deployed in the planning charrettes. I recorded
each interview and took notes on salient points. I then transcribed each interview
directly. Nine interviews were taken from stakeholders in all four towns. This was a
lower number than I had anticipated. Response rates were low, and several
respondents expressed lack of interest in being interviewed as they had stopped
participating early in the process. While it would have been useful to ask them
further questions about this, I did not do so at the time, and was focused on
interviewing stakeholders who had participated in the charrettes in which Envision
Tomorrow was used.
Several interview subjects also suggested that the controversies surrounding
the SPP process in several towns may have contributed to my low response rate.
They noted that they had been unsure that I was actually a student conducting
research, and thought I might have been a reporter from a mainstream or fringe
newspaper. I believe this might have been a larger factor, as several email exchanges
I had with potential interview subjects indicated a degree of suspicion as to my true
motives. This included requests for more detail about my academic program, possibly
to prove that I was actually a student at UT. This sort of problem may have been
ameliorated with face-to-face interviews, but I did not expect such a large “trust”
problem when designing my interview strategy.
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After transcribing my interviews, I used the program HyperResearch to aid in
coding interview comments. I then considered the responses of subjects based both
on their answers to specific questions, and in terms of recurring code patterns in the
interviews. Coding proved helpful more for seeing general patterns in responses than
for strong analysis of these themes.
Interview Themes
Process
Questions related to process focused on 1) how participants in stakeholder
committees were chosen or became involved in the SPP, and 2) how they perceived
the scenario development process. Several themes tended to develop from these
questions, which imply that the selection process may have been slanted in nonrepresentative ways. Interview subjects expressed a range of perspectives regarding
the process as a whole, with a few comments reflecting a perception in some
communities that design results do not genuinely reflect the interests or needs of the
communities’ residents.
Interview subjects often were chosen because of backgrounds in planning,
city administration, or architecture. Some were participants of past planning
exercises, and had familiarity with charrettes and comprehensive planning goals. One
subject suggested that the charrette participants were not representative of their
community in general in a question relating to affordable rental housing.
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The professional backgrounds and social networks of participants may have
slanted overall designs of their town. One comment along these lines is particularly
interesting. When I mentioned to the interview subject that the overall designs were
interesting given their divergence from development trends, he offered this
explanation:
“Right, I think that might be because at each group there might have been
one person who had a vision, who was maybe even semi-trained or working
with y’all. I know in one group there was a committee member, [X]. Mr. [X],
and his vision, which didn’t make any sense to me, was very well thought out,
and though I didn’t like it, it was something he’s been probably working on in
his mind for years. So that was one scenario. Another scenario was kind of by
a friend of mine who actually used to be an urban planner in the state of
Washington, and used to do that for a living, before moving to Texas and
working for the state Parks and Wildlife. And another scenario was by [Y]
more or less, and sort of revolved around his own personal property that he
owns. And so, I like those scenarios, but I wouldn’t say that they necessarily
came organically from a vast audience. I would say it was a smaller select
group of people. And that, I think, in my mind that might really be how things
happen in cities, that usually its probably a smaller group, than a bunch of
people. But that’s just my opinion, that’s what I observed...”
Other subjects noted frustration with the process and the designs that were
ultimately developed in their towns. They suggested that these were out of character
with the region, and were too focused on repeating the development and design
values of Austin in the small towns of the region. Concerns were expressed that the
process itself was pointed in this direction.
“I kind of felt that a lot of the questions, certainly on the surveys, were kind of
very pointed, and ignored what are characteristics that a lot of small Texas
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towns honestly want to maintain. I generally felt, at times, at times, I’m sure
it’s all done to mean well, but at times I felt that it was literally people trying
to shape Lockhart in their vision and not necessarily what the people of
Lockhart would necessarily do given the ability to do it themselves.”
There are insufficient interview response numbers to extrapolate these
comments to a general rejection of the planning outcomes, and other participants
noted satisfaction with the process and products of the planning exercises. However,
the design charrettes’ participants generally did not reflect the demographic
composition of their towns, and interview responses do seem to imply a higher rate
of participation by land use oriented professionals that might have skewed results in
the normative directions of those fields. While it would be inappropriate to wage
strong criticism of the process from this limited set of responses, there may be
serious room for concern given the range of critique, both internal to stakeholders
and external to the process in the form of hostile opponents.
Design Charrettes and Broad Indicator Use
Interview subjects were positive in general regarding the use of Envision
Tomorrow in the charrettes. However, it became apparent in the interview process
that these were not primary elements for them in the design process. Subjects had a
general understanding of the indicators used in Envision Tomorrow and what they
implied, but they did not appear to use them to guide their scenario development. As
a participant at design tables, it appeared that residents found them occasionally
useful but for the most part designed scenarios based on the opinions of individuals
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on certain parcels or areas of town. Subjects found the indicators useful more to
check or revise their designs based on indicator parameters.
“I think you have a hard time envisioning and I think what was really cool is
that we used those sticky notes for colors and all that other stuff and almost
being to look at it immediately… I really think that more than anything the
computer simulation helped us tweak. In other words if we had, if we were
writing in an area we said was important we were able to go and it brought it
to our attention. And we were able to tweak it. I don’t remember the
particular group I painted with. I just remember there being just a whole lot of
changes that we had to make. Of course that could vary from group to group,
you know.”
Indicator Priorities
When questioned about indicator priorities, interview subjects generally
expressed the opinion that their own concerns diverged from those of their towns.
They suggested that most residents and city leaders would be concerned most with
indicators related to economic and fiscal factors, and job creation and development
in their communities. Subjects themselves expressed more concern with
environmental issues particularly water use, parkland preservation, and carbon
dioxide emissions. When questioned about this in more detail, they stated that the
towns’ residents in general had very little concern for environmental issues and
might be hostile to their articulation.
This contributes to the impression that charrette participants did not
necessarily represent the perspectives of their communities, though this is difficult to
claim with any certainty. Earlier polling regarding indicator preferences did suggest
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less concern with environmental and social questions and more concern with
economic, jobs, and basic amenity development.
Interview subjects had mixed responses when questioned about social
factors. A particular question asked them to comment on the trend of scenario
designs to include far more multifamily housing than development trends would
suggest. This might imply the presence of more housing available to low income
residents in the community. Subjects did not seem to believe that this was an
appropriate developmental pathway for their communities.
“That would be in my mind the reason people like me would move out of
Lockhart. There’s entirely too many apartments as it is. Certainly within the
city center. People always like to talk about multifamily housing, but when it
comes right down to it, it turns out it’s not, you know. In Lockhart it wouldn’t
be mid to high end kind of development that would breed good retail and
good commerce and good neighbors, and that kind of thing. It would be
apartments, and I think you could easily access police reports from Lockhart
to determine that the majority of crime in a town like Lockhart is caused
within apartment complexes.”
“Actually, I thought the process showed that what Elgin needed was more
properties in an upper level income area. That’s what I heard. We’ve got a lot
of affordable property but we don’t have much mid-range to upper range
properties.”
Meaning of Scenario Planning
Interview subjects were asked to consider what impact their scenario
planning activities might have on the future development of their towns. Did
participant think the plans would be strict guides, general frameworks for design
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goal, or relatively ineffective exercises? Responses indicted that stakeholders felt
plans would be used more as general frameworks, a realistic appraisal of long-term
plans. Some responses were more cynical, and suggested that current town
government officials would not offer serious commitment to plans. Critics of the
planning process seemed to find encouragement by assuming its real effects would
be limited.
“And you know I’d like to think that the framework set up would enable
things to move forward, sort of ease the gridlock so to speak, and then over
time it’ll hopefully develop naturally as opposed to, you know, a town
adopting a bunch of things that it really has no understanding of.”

Interview Conclusions
My interview questions were intended to determine the degree to which
charrette participants were able to use Envision Tomorrow analytic indicators in their
design process, and how effective the participatory design process had been overall.
Were they given enough time, did they understand the basic meaning of indicators,
were explanations of land use development types clear, were indicators used during
the design process, and similar questions were meant to provide an opportunity for
qualitative feedback on charrette design and indicator impact. I also asked questions
about specific indicators and sets of indicators to determine which had the highest
priority in the minds of stakeholders.
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The results of these questions are mixed and indeterminate. I cannot say a
clear consensus emerged as to participant engagement, though on the whole most
respondents were positive about the indicator tools themselves. Several respondents
praised the entire SPP process, while others were deeply critical of the process or the
degree to which it genuinely reflected community interests and goals. The critiques
that emerged were primarily focused on the designs generated or the demographic
composition of charrette participants rather than on indicators themselves. The most
influential indicators were economic in nature. While stakeholders expressed concern
over ecological and social factors, they clearly stated that indicators relating to job
creation and fiscal impact were most relevant to their development desires.
Indicators relating to commute times and job/housing balance are a loose exception
to this; many respondents considered these to be important factors. While their
reasoning was more a matter of economic or quality of life consideration, they did
exhibit strong concern with reducing vehicle dependence and travel times. This has
ramifications in ecological and social spheres as well as economic. They suggest
though that town environmental concerns are more rooted in economic and
personal quality of life concerns than a commitment for ecologically sustainable
growth, or concern for long-term resource availability.
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Conclusion
The Envision Tomorrow process offers great potential for informing
participatory design practices in community planning exercises. The Sustainable
Places Project represents a provocative instance of using this software in the context
of region-wide planning across multiple jurisdictions. However, many elements of the
process itself lead me to question the degree to which the plans generated by
charrette participants actually represented the sentiments of the residents of
Dripping Springs, Elgin, Hutto, and Lockhart.
Beginning with the use of Envision Tomorrow indicators itself, it seemed clear
from my observation of the exercises that residents were using the indicators
casually during the process itself. Interviews suggest that the indicator results did
serve effectively as a sort of “check” on plans after the fact, but this is not the same
as an iterative process in which residents gain a more organic understanding of the
analysis. The social context of a participatory planning exercise could allow residents
to gain a collaborative understanding of the economic, ecological, and social effects
of their design choices. Group design charrettes are ideal events for promoting social
learning about the concrete implications of community housing and land use
preferences. When indicators were used to refine designs, it seemed that residents
were primarily interested in basic economic metrics relevant to taxes, municipal
finance, and jobs. The actual complexity of modeling these indicators for scenario
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planning did not seem clear, however. One interview subject strongly questioned the
degree to which it is even possible to plan for jobs growth, and this critique is wellfounded. In several plans residents planned a level of jobs that may actually prove
difficult to implement, and this was not informed by more rigorous checks on
economic viability. If residents do not see the trade-offs between certain growth
patterns and sustainability goals, then there has been little true social learning.
The charrette processes then were of limited value in terms of indicator use,
and while they may have been helpful for residents in making choices indicator data
had a limited impact on design. Indicators were mostly considered after the fact, only
a few indicators were really considered by residents, and these indicators sometimes
had unclear or nebulous explanation as to their grounding or limitations.
However, this brings us back to one of the key research questions of this
project. Charrette models generally show much better performance than trend
scenarios in terms of sustainability indicators across a range of metrics. If the
indicators had only a limited impact during the design process, why did the final
designs perform so effectively?
Based on experience in the charrettes and interview results, I do not believe
that the software encouraged these results through social learning. I believe these
“sustainable” results may stem from the particular values of the stakeholders and
community members who participated in the process. Participants did not strongly
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reflect the actual demographic composition of the towns. While I was only able to
interview a small pool of subjects, many had professional backgrounds in fields
related to architecture, planning, landscaping, and related fields. It appears at the
very least that disproportionate portions of charrette participants came from
professional backgrounds in which regional integration and urbanist design may be
more desired. Practicing planners often refer to the sets of engaged civic enthusiasts
who tend to participate heavily in outreach and planning events, and often share a
loose set of assumptions about urban design. Interview subjects mentioned that
many community participants had already participated in other planning exercises, or
were part of social networks of professionals whose members participate heavily in
civic affairs. This may shed light on the design directions of these charrettes.
It appears that the results may conform so heavily to the ideals of urbanism
and sustainability because the participants of planning charrettes were heavily
skewed towards educated professionals with commitments to those values. In some
ways, this could be seen as a positive indication of regional design culture. The values
of integrated urban design for sustainability seem to be deeply ingrained among
educated professionals in the greater planning area focused around Austin. However,
this is clearly problematic from the perspective of actual democratic process. It is
good that these values are popular among a set of powerful regional political actors;
it would be better if these values had currency among the rest of the community.
While it may be that the populations of Dripping Springs, Elgin, Hutto, and Lockhart
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are shifting towards more sustainable urbanist preferences, the SPP exercises do not
appear to allow us to determine larger community perspectives.
It seems that these designs would have been developed regardless of the use
of Envision Tomorrow software, but that once made the indicators provided useful
comparative data on scenarios. However, this does not imply that the indicators are
in and of themselves ineffective at informing the planning process. Rather, they may
have been more effective at guiding design if charrette participants had more
accurately reflected the perspectives and desires of their communities, or at least
their demographic characteristics. Instead, they seemed to be used more to add
weight to arguments for urbanist design perspectives once they had already been
modeled.
I strongly believe that this software could be used more effectively for
democratic, participatory community design. This would require several changes to
the basic structure of the participation process, including:


Far more effort must be made to bring in a sample of participants who more
accurately reflect the diversity of perspectives in the planning region.



More time should be given to explaining the indicator mapping process and
mechanism, possibly including practicing with a “hypothetical town” before
beginning work on design for real communities.
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Residents should be given more explanation of indicators, how they are
derived, their strengths and limitations, and realistic and desirable targets for
optimization in the design process.

If these types of improvements are brought into scenario planning processes they
could prove to be effective tools for effective, democratic, pragmatic planning.
Without these types of changes, adding software and metrics only serves to add the
power of a black box technology to an already powerful set of local actors. Because
in this case designs tended towards sustainability, we cannot assume that this will
always be the case. Nor can we assume that a sustainable design program adopted in
an ambiguously democratic manner will be implemented fully or effectively.
Comprehensive plans that suggest strong divergence from existing real estate
market trends require strong leadership anchored by community support to be
realized. They require the mobilization of public and private sector capital. They must
also encourage major changes in policy and planning among institutions and
infrastructure developers operating in a community. If a plan lacks deep community
approval, reactionary groups may easily argue against its legitimacy and jeopardize
any of these implementation processes. Even if opposition does not cause a plan’s
outright rejection, city officials are often hesitant to marshal the forces necessary for
implementation of a plan surrounded by controversy and public disapproval.
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The scenarios designed in the Sustainable Places Project show a keen vision
concerned with economic and ecological sustainability, and even (though perhaps
not deliberately) social sustainability. They diverge strongly from trend developments
and suggest a desire to deliberately shape their towns for collective benefit rather
than uncritically accept real estate market pressures. However, if an alternative urban
vision is to be implemented effectively, it must be a shared vision, embraced by the
entire community (or at least amenable to it). Technology is only as effective as the
social process that deploys it, and a democratic social process is best positioned to
generate outcomes that can reproduce themselves.
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